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How to Use This Course
This course introduces the Acumatica ERP inventory and order management functionality
based on a set of examples that illustrate sales and purchases processes in a small company.
The course consists of lessons that guide you step by step through the examples and
explanations of the configuration and business process flow in Acumatica ERP.
This course must be completed on Acumatica ERP 2020 R1. For this course, you will use two
Acumatica ERP tenants: one with an out-of-the-box company (a newly created company
with no dataset preloaded), and another with the U100 dataset preloaded.
You perform the following general steps to complete the course:
1. You prepare an Acumatica ERP 2020 R1 instance with two tenants.
2. In the out-of-the-box company, you complete the activities of Part 1 to prepare basic
company configuration.
3. In the company with basic configuration prepared in Part 1, you complete the lessons of
Part 2 to learn how to set up inventory and order management in Acumatica ERP.
4. At Partner University, you read the rules of the assessment test.
5. At Partner University, you take Certification Test: Inventory and Order Management
Configuration.
6. In the company with the U100 dataset, you complete the lessons of Part 2 to learn the
basic sales and purchasing processes in Acumatica ERP.
7. At Partner University, you take Certification Test: Basic Sales and Purchase Processes.
8. At Partner University, you complete the course survey to finish the course and get the
Partner University certificate of course completion.
What Is in Parts?
The course is divided into three major parts:
•

Part 1 includes activities to be performed in the out-of-the-box company to prepare
the basic company configuration. You have to read the concepts and perform the
implementation activities of this part in an out-of-the-box company to learn how to
configure a basic company. Also, you can use the implementation checklist to ensure that
the basic configuration of a company has been implemented properly.

•

Part 2 consists of configuration lessons and describes the implementation of inventory
and order management. You have to read the concepts and perform the implementation
activities of this part in the company with basic configuration to learn how to prepare this
company for performing basic sales and purchase operations with inventory.

•

Part 3 consists of process lessons and is dedicated to particular business processes. You
have to read the concepts and complete the process activities of this part in a company
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with the U100 dataset to learn how to perform basic sales and purchase operations in a
fully configured system.
What Is in a Configuration Lesson?
A configuration lesson—that is, a lesson dedicated to the configuration of system settings
and entities—provides a brief overview of the required system configuration and a
description of other settings that could affect the workflow. Also, the lesson could provide
information about reports and inquiry forms that can be used for gathering information
about the configured entities.
Each lesson includes at least one implementation activity that you have to complete in your
Acumatica ERP instance to configure the core system settings or to prepare system entities.
What Is in a Process Lesson?
A process lesson—that is, a lesson dedicated to the performing of a particular business
process—includes a description of the process workflow and a process diagram that
illustrates the user scenario supported by this process. The lesson also provides a brief
overview of the settings and entities that need to be prepared in the system before you start
to perform this business process. Also, the lesson could include a description of generated
transactions, information about reports and inquiry forms that can be used for gathering
information related to a described business process, and explanations on how to massprocess documents during performing a business process.
Each lesson includes at least one process activity that you have to complete in your
Acumatica ERP instance to learn how to perform the described business process.
What Are the Documentation Resources?
The complete Acumatica ERP documentation is available on https://help.acumatica.com/ and is
included in the Acumatica ERP instance. While viewing any form used in the course, you can
click the Help button on the top pane to bring up a form-specific help menu; you can use
the links on this menu to quickly access form-related concepts and procedures and to open a
reference topic with detailed descriptions of the form elements.
How to Create a Tenant with an Out-of-the-Box Company
To add to an existing Acumatica ERP instance a tenant with an out-of-the-box company,
perform the following instructions:
1. Launch the Acumatica ERP instance, and sign in.
2. Open the Tenants (SM203520) form, and click Add New Record on the form toolbar.
3. In the Login Name box, type a name to be used for the tenant.
4. On the form toolbar, click Save.
The system creates the tenant.
5. Sign out of the current tenant.
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You are now on the Welcome page and you can sign in to the tenant you have just
created.
How to Create a Tenant with the U100 Dataset
To add to an existing Acumatica ERP instance a tenant with the U100 dataset, which is
required for the completion of this course, perform the following instructions:
1. Go to Amazon Storage (the builds/19.2/ folder).
2. Open the folder of your Acumatica ERP instance version.
3. In this folder, open the Snapshots folder, and download the u100.zip file.
4. Launch the Acumatica ERP instance, and sign in.
5. Open the Tenants (SM203520) form, and click Add New Record on the form toolbar.
6. In the Login Name box, type the name to be used for the tenant.
7. On the form toolbar, click Save.
8. On the Snapshots tab, click Import Snapshot.
9. In the Upload Snapshot Package dialog box, select the u100.zip file, which you have
downloaded, and click Upload.
The system uploads the snapshot to the Snapshots tab of the Tenants form.
10.On the form toolbar, click Restore Snapshot.
11.If the Warning dialog box appears, click Yes.
12.In the Restore Snapshot dialog box, make sure that the correct snapshot package is
being uploaded, and click OK.
13.Sign out of the current tenant.
You are now on the Sign-In page, and you can sign in to the tenant you have just
created.
Licensing Info
For educational purposes of this course, you use Acumatica ERP under the trial license that
doesn't require activation and provides all available features. For production, you have
to activate the purchased license; each particular feature may be a subject to additional
licensing; please consult the Acumatica ERP sales policy for details.
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Part 1: Configuring Basic Company Settings
For completing activities of this part of the course, you will use an out-of-the-box company.
You will prepare basic company configuration that makes it possible to proceed with
implementing inventory and order management.
Each activity in this part is to be completed under a user account with administrator access
rights.

Company Without Branches: General Information
When you initially implement Acumatica ERP, you perform the company configuration that
makes it possible for system implementation to proceed. This configuration includes enabling
the default set of features and configuring the company in the system. You can proceed to
further Acumatica ERP implementation, which includes specifying the basic settings related
to the general ledger and to cash management, accounts payable, and accounts receivable.
When you configure a company in Acumatica ERP, it can be defined as being without
branches, as consisting of branches that require balancing entries (if transactions involve
multiple branches), or as having branches that do not require balancing entries. The topics
of this chapter describe the configuration of a company without branches.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Enable the default set of features before you start the configuration of a company

•

Perform the configuration of a company without branches

Applicable Scenarios
You configure a company without branches if the company has only one business location.
You perform this company configuration as a first phase of the implementation of Acumatica
ERP, before the entities needed for business processes are created. You can also add a new
company without branches to the existing companies in an existing tenant at any time.
Workflow of the Configuration of a Company Without Branches
To implement the basic configuration of a company without branches in Acumatica ERP, you
perform the following general steps:
1. On the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, you enable the default set of features.
For details, see Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches.
In a production environment, after the features are enabled, you have to activate
the Acumatica ERP license by using the Activate License (SM201510) form. Each
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particular feature may be subject to additional licensing; please consult the
Acumatica ERP sales policy for details.
2. On the Companies (CS101500) form, you create the company entity in the system; you
also create its actual ledger. For details, see Company Without Branches: To Configure a
Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
3. On the Chart of Accounts (GL202500) form, you add the accounts that are necessary for
performing the financial operations of the company, as described in General Ledger: To
Create a Chart of Accounts.
4. On the General Ledger Preferences (GL102000) form, you specify the settings for
processing transactions in the general ledger. For details, see General Ledger: To Specify a
General Ledger Preferences.
5. On the Financial Year (GL101000) form, you set up the first financial year when the
company starts processing its operations in Acumatica ERP. You then generate periods
on the Master Financial Calendar (GL201000) form and open them on the Manage Financial
Periods (GL503000) form. For more information, see General Ledger: To Define a Financial
Year.
6. On the Cash Management Preferences (CA102000) form, you specify the settings to be
used in the system for processing cash transactions. For details, see Cash Management: To
Specify Cash Management Preferences.
7. On the Entry Types (CA203000) form, you add the necessary entry types for processing
cash payments. For details, see Cash Management: To Create an Entry Type.
8. On the Cash Accounts (CA202000) form, you define the cash accounts to be used to
record cash entries and funds transfers. For more information, see Cash Management: To
Create Cash Accounts.
9. On the Payment Methods (CA204000) form, you define the payment methods that the
company uses to pay its vendors, as well as the payment methods that are used by
customers to pay the company. For more information, see Cash Management: To Modify a
Payment Method.
10.On the Credit Terms (CS206500) form, you create the sets of credit terms that are
commonly used by vendors in their relations with the company and by the company in its
relations with customers. These will be assigned to particular vendors and customers and
specified in their bills and invoices, respectively. For more information, see Credit Terms:
To Define Credit Terms.
11.On the Vendor Classes (AP201000) form, you create the default vendor class, which will
provide default values for vendor accounts of the class and for other vendor classes you
create later. For details, see Accounts Payable: To Create a Vendor Class.
12.On the Accounts Payable Preferences (AP101000) form, you specify the settings to be used
in accounts payable. See Accounts Payable: To Specify Accounts Payable Preferences for more
information.
13.On the Statement Cycles (AR202800) form, you define the necessary statement cycles
to track customers' outstanding balances, as described in Accounts Receivable: To Create
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a Statement Cycle. These cycles will be used later, when you are sending electronic or
printed statements to the customers.
14.On the Customer Classes (AR201000) form, you create the default customer class, which
will provide default values for customer accounts and for other customer classes you
create later. For details, see Accounts Receivable: To Create a Customer Class.
15.On the Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form, you specify the settings to
be used in accounts receivable. See Accounts Receivable: To Specify Accounts Receivable
Preferences for more information.
Company Settings
In Acumatica ERP, you can create new companies or maintain existing companies by using
the Companies (CS101500) form. A company may have no branches, or it may consist of
multiple branches, with each being a separate office or point of sale.
To configure the company without branches, you have to specify the company's identifier,
name, address, units of measure, and ensure that the Without Branches type is selected
on the Companies form. You have to specify the company's identifier, name, address, and
units of measure. You also specify the base currency of the company, which you cannot
change after you save the newly created company for the first time. If you create multiple
companies in the tenant, this base currency will be used automatically for all companies and
cannot be changed.
After the company has been configured, the Without Branches company type can still be
changed to With Branches Not Requiring Balancing and With Branches Requiring Balancing
at any time. (If the Multi-Branch Support feature is selected on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.)

Company Without Branches: Implementation Checklist
You can use the tables in this topic to quickly check whether the basic company configuration
steps are being performed in Acumatica ERP. The following tables cover both mandatory
configuration steps and recommended configuration steps.
Table: Mandatory Configuration

To ensure that the basic configuration of a company has been implemented properly, make
sure that the necessary features have been enabled and the needed entities have been
created, as listed in the following table.
Form

Things to Check

Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form

Make sure that the Standard
Financials group of features
has been enabled.

Companies (CS101500) form

Make sure that the necessary company has been created and that the necessary
ledger has been created and
assigned to it.

Notes
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Form

Things to Check

Chart of Accounts (GL202500)
form

Make sure that the necessary
accounts for performing financial operations have been
added.

General Ledger Preferences
(GL102000) form

Make sure that all necessary
settings to use the general ledger functionality have
been specified, including the
YTD Net Income and Retained Earnings accounts.

Financial Year (GL101000)
form

Make sure that the first financial year in which the
company will operate has
been added and the periods
have been generated.

Company Financial Calendar
(GL201100) form

Make sure that the periods in
which the company will operate are open.

Cash Management Preferences
(CA102000) form

Make sure that all necessary settings to use the cash
management functionality
have been specified, including the Cash-in-Transit account.

Cash Accounts (CA202000)
form

Make sure that the necessary
cash accounts to record cash
entries and funds transfers
have been created, and that
the necessary entry types
have been assigned to them.

Payment Methods (CA204000)
form

Make sure that the payment
methods to be used have
been created and defined to
use the proper accounts.

Entry Types (CA203000) form

Make sure that the necessary
entry types for processing
cash payments have been
created and assigned to the
related cash accounts.

Credit Terms (CS206500) form Make sure that the needed
credit terms—those that are
commonly used by vendors
in their relations with your
company, and those that are
used by your company in its

Notes
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Form

Things to Check

Notes

relations with customers—
have been created.
Vendor Classes (AP201000)
form

Make sure that the default
vendor class, which provides
the default values for vendor
accounts and for other vendor classes, has been created.

Accounts Payable Preferences
(AP101000) form

Make sure that all necessary
settings to use the accounts
payable functionality have
been specified.

Statement Cycles (AR202800)
form

Make sure that the necessary
statement cycles, which will
later be used to track customers' outstanding balances
and send electronic or printed statements to the customers, have been created.

Customer Classes (AR201000) Make sure that the default
customer class, which proform
vides the default values for
customer accounts and for
other customer classes, has
been created.
Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form

Make sure that all necessary
settings to use the accounts
receivable functionality have
been specified.

Table: Recommended Configuration

The settings listed in the following table can be specified to simplify the process of creating
entities in the system.
Form

Things to Check

General Ledger Preferences
(GL102000) form

Make sure that the following
settings have been specified:
• The Automatically Post
on Release check box is
selected.
• The Hold Batches on Entry check box is cleared.

Cash Management Preferences
(CA102000) form

Make sure that the following
settings have been specified:

Notes
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Form

Things to Check
• The Automatically Post
to GL on Release check
box is selected.
• The Hold Transactions
on Entry check box is
cleared.
• The Require Document
Ref. Nbr. on Entry check
box is cleared.

Accounts Payable Preferences
(AP101000) form

Make sure that the following
settings have been specified:
• The Automatically Post
on Release check box is
selected.
• A vendor class, which will
be used to provide default values for vendor accounts, is selected in the
Default Vendor Class ID
box.
• The Hold Documents
on Entry check box is
cleared.
• The Require Approval of
Bills Prior to Payment
check box is cleared.
• The Validate Document
Totals on Entry check
box is cleared.
• The Require Vendor
Reference check box is
cleared.

Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form

Make sure that the following
settings have been specified:
• The Automatically Post
on Release check box is
selected.
• A customer class, which
will be used to provide de-

Notes
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Form

Things to Check

Notes

fault values for customer
accounts, has been selected in the Default Customer Class ID box.
• The Hold Documents
on Entry check box is
cleared.
• The Validate Document
Totals on Entry check
box is cleared.
• The Require Payment
Reference on Entry
check box is cleared.

Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company
Without Branches
In this activity, you will learn how to enable the minimum set of features and define settings
for a company without branches.
Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you are going to start configuring a new company without
branches in Acumatica ERP. The company is going to use the default features. You need to
enable these features and then you need to configure a company entity in Acumatica ERP for
the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company, which at this time has only one office in New York.
System Preparation
Before you start configuring a company without branches, sign in to a tenant with the outof-the-box company as a system administrator with the admin login and password.
Step 1: Enabling the Minimum Set of Features
To enable the minimum set of features, do the following:
1. Open the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.
2. On the form toolbar, click Enable to enable the default set of features, for which
the corresponding check boxes have been selected on the form. This set of features
consists of Finance, Standard Financials, Centralized Period Management, Monitoring &
Automation, Scheduled Processing, Workflow Automation, GDPR Compliance Tools, and
Third-Party Integrations.
In a production environment, after the features are enabled and before you proceed with
implementation, you have to activate the Acumatica ERP license by using the Activate License
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(SM201510) form. In this practice activity, you are using Acumatica ERP under the trial
license, which doesn't require activation and provides all available features.
Step 2: Defining a Company Without Branches
To configure the company without branches for SweetLife, do the following:
1. Open the Companies (CS101500) form.
2. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Company ID: SWEETLIFE

•

Company Name: SweetLife Fruits & Jams

In the Company Type box, notice that Without Branches is selected; you will leave this
default setting.
3. In the Main Address section of the Company Details tab, specify the following address
settings:
•

City: New York

•

Country: US - United States of America

•

State: NY - New York

4. In the Base Currency Settings (Shared) section, specify USD in the Base Currency
ID box.
The system fills in the Description, Currency Symbol, and Decimal Precision boxes
automatically, based on the currency you have selected.
The settings you specify in this area for the first company in the tenant will be
applied to all companies in the tenant. After you specify the base currency and
save your changes, the base currency cannot be overridden.
5. In the Miscellaneous Settings (Shared) section, specify 2 in the Price/Cost
Decimal Places box.
If you later add additional companies to the tenant, the settings you specify in
this area for the first company in the tenant will be applied to all companies in the
tenant.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save.
On the same form, you can now create an actual ledger for the company you have created.
For details, see General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
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General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger
In this activity, you will learn how to create an actual ledger for a company in Acumatica
ERP.
Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to create an actual ledger that will hold the
history of all financial transactions of the SweetLife Fruits & Jams company.
System Preparation
Before you start adding an actual ledger, make sure that the company you plan to associate
with this actual ledger has been created, as described in Implementing the General Ledger.
Step: Creating an Actual Ledger
Perform the following instructions to create the actual ledger to be used by the company:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Companies (CS101500) form.
3. In the Company ID box, select SWEETLIFE.
4. On the form toolbar, click Create Ledger.
5. In the Create Ledger dialog box, which opens, in the Ledger ID box, type ACTUAL.
6. Click Create.
The system creates and saves the ledger and closes the dialog box.
7. On the Ledgers tab, verify that the ledger you have created is listed in the table.

General Ledger: To Create a Chart of Accounts
In this activity, you will learn how to modify the ACCOUNT segmented key. You will also
define the chart of accounts by uploading a list of GL accounts to the system.
Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to add the chart of accounts of the SweetLife
Fruits & Jams company to Acumatica ERP. Further suppose that an accountant of the
company has provided a file that lists the GL accounts to be used and their settings
(including the account classes; you will use the predefined classes). You will review the
list of accounts, modify the ACCOUNT segmented key, and create the chart of accounts by
uploading the file provided by the accountant.
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System Preparation
Before you start defining the chart of accounts in the system, make sure that the following
tasks have been performed in the system:
1. The company with an actual ledger has been created; see Company Without Branches: To
Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
2. Download the Basic_Company_COA file with the chart of accounts of the SweetLife
company.
Step 1: Modifying the ACCOUNT Segmented Key
To modify the ACCOUNT segmented key, do the following:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Review the Basic_Company_COA file that you have downloaded. Notice that the account
identifiers consist of only one segment of five characters.
3. Open the Segmented Keys (CS202000) form.
4. In the Segmented Key ID box, select ACCOUNT.
5. For the only row in the table, in the Length column, specify 5.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save.
Users can use account identifiers that are no longer than the specified length for the
segmented key.
Step 2: Uploading the Company's GL Accounts
You can create the chart of GL accounts in any system by entering the accounts manually
or by uploading a file that lists them. In this activity, you will upload the file that SweetLife's
accountant has provided. Do the following to upload the chart of accounts:
1. Open the Chart of Accounts (GL202500) form.
2. On the form toolbar, click Load Records from File.
3. In the File Upload dialog box, which opens, select the file path to the
Basic_Company_COA file, and click Upload.
4. In the Common Settings dialog box, which opens, leave the default settings, and click
OK.
5. In the Columns dialog box, leave the current mapping, and click OK.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save.
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You should review the chart of accounts, which now includes all the necessary accounts,
including two accounts that are required for Acumatica ERP: Year-to-Date Net (YTD) Income
(33000) and Retained Earnings (32000).
•

20000: The account to be used to record amounts owed to vendors for items and
services purchased on credit. This account will later be specified as the AP account.

•

11000: The account to be used to record amounts owed by customers for services
provided to them on credit. This account will later be specified as the AR account.

•

10500: The account to be used as the intermediate account for funds transfers. This
account will later be specified as the cash-in-transit account.

General Ledger: To Specify a General Ledger
Preferences
In this activity, you will learn how to specify the basic settings to be used for general ledger
functionality.
Story
Suppose that a company with an actual ledger has been created and a chart of accounts
has been defined in Acumatica ERP. Acting as an administrator, you need to specify the
preference settings related to general ledger functionality. You will specify the accounts that
are mandatory for the system and other settings that make it easier for users to create
entities in the system.
System Preparation
Before you start specifying the general ledger preference settings, make sure that the
following tasks have been completed in the system:
1. The company has been created and its actual ledger has been specified; see Company
Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an
Actual Ledger.
2. The Year-to-Date (YTD) Net Income and Retained Earnings accounts have been added to
the chart of accounts, as described in General Ledger: To Create a Chart of Accounts.
Step: Specifying the General Ledger Preference Settings
You specify the basic settings related to processing general ledger transactions as follows:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the General Ledger Preferences (GL102000) form.
3. In the YTD Net Income Account box in the Chart of Accounts Settings section,
select 33000 - Net Income. This is a required setting for a company.
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4. In the Retained Earnings Account box, select 32000 - Retained Earnings. This setting
is also required for a company.
5. On the form toolbar, click Save.
6. In the Posting Settings section, make sure the Automatically Post on Release check
box is selected.
All batches will be automatically posted to the general ledger after release. This setting
simplifies batch processing, because no batches with an Unposted status will be
generated.
7. In the Data Entry Settings section, clear the Hold Batches on Entry check box.
When new batches are saved, they have the Balanced status. This setting also simplifies
the processing of batches.
8. On the form toolbar, click Save.

General Ledger: To Define a Financial Year
In this activity, you will learn how to set up a financial year, generate periods for the first
year, and open the generated periods.
Story
Suppose that the SweetLife company starts its operations in January 2020, each of its
financial periods lasts one month, and an additional period for posting adjustments is
necessary. Acting as an administrator, you need to set up the financial year that meets these
criteria, generate periods for the financial year, and open them.
System Preparation
Before you start defining the financial year, make sure that the company with an actual
ledger has been created, as described in Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company
Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
Step 1: Setting Up a Financial Year
To set up the first financial year, you do the following:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Financial Year (GL101000) form.
3. In the Financial Year Starts On box of the Summary area, select 1/1/2020.
4. In the Period Type box, make sure Month is selected.
5. Select the Has Adjustment Period check box.
6. On the form toolbar, click Create Periods.
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7. Click Save to save the settings of the financial year.
Step 2: Generating Periods for the First Financial Year
To generate the financial periods for the first financial year, you do the following:
1. Open the Master Financial Calendar (GL201000) form.
2. In the Financial Year box of the Summary area, make sure 2020 is selected.
3. On the form toolbar, click Generate Calendar.
4. In the Generate GL Calendars dialog box, which opens, make sure that 2020 is
selected in the From Year and To Year box, and click OK.
The system generates periods for the 2020 financial year.
We do not recommend generating financial periods far into the future, because
this limits and complicates any changes to the configuration of the financial year
that may be needed due to organizational changes.
Step 3: Opening the Periods
To open the periods you have generated, you do the following:
1. While you are still on the Master Financial Calendar (GL201000) form, on the form toolbar,
click Actions > Open Periods.
The Manage Financial Periods (GL503000) form opens with the Open option selected in the
Action box of the Summary area.
2. On the form toolbar, click Process All.
The system opens the Processing dialog box and runs the process of opening periods.
3. Close the Processing dialog box.

Cash Management: To Specify Cash Management
Preferences
In this activity, you will learn how to specify the basic settings to be used for the cash
management functionality.
Story
Suppose that the SweetLife company with an actual ledger has been created and the
company's chart of accounts has been defined in Acumatica ERP. Acting as an administrator,
you need to specify the cash management preference settings. You will specify the cash-intransit account to be used, which is mandatory in the system, and the settings that make it
easier for users to create entities when using the cash management functionality.
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System Preparation
Before you start specifying the cash management preference settings, make sure that the
following tasks have been performed in the system:
1. The company has been created and its actual ledger has been specified; see Company
Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an
Actual Ledger.
2. The account that you plan to specify as the cash-in-transit account, as described in
General Ledger: To Create a Chart of Accounts.
Step: Specifying the Cash Management Preferences
You specify the basic settings the system will use for the cash management functionality as
follows:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Cash Management Preferences (CA101000) form.
3. In the Cash-In-Transit Account box of the Reconciliation Settings section, select
the 10500 - Cash in Transit account.
This account is the only cash management setting that is required for a company.
4. In the Posting and Release Settings section, make sure the Automatically Post to
GL on Release check box is selected.
With this setting, all cash transactions will be automatically posted to the general ledger
after release.
5. In the Data Entry Settings section, clear the Hold Transactions on Entry check box.
With this setting, when new cash documents are saved, they have the Balanced status,
which simplifies the processing of these documents.
6. Clear the Require Document Ref. Nbr. on Entry check box.
This setting prevents users from having to specify a reference number for cash
transactions and deposits created in the system.
7. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Cash Management: To Create an Entry Type
In this activity, you will learn how to define an entry type, which categorizes cash operations
in the system.
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Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to define entry types for cash operations of the
SweetLife company. For now, an entry type for recording bank service charges is needed.
System Preparation
Before you start creating the entry type, make sure that the following tasks have been
performed in the system:
1. The company has been created, as has its actual ledger, as described in Company Without
Branches: Implementation Checklist and General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
2. The cash management preference settings have been defined, as described in Cash
Management: To Specify Cash Management Preferences.
Step: Defining an Entry Type
Perform the following instructions:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Entry Types (CA203000) form, and click Add Row.
3. In the Entry Type ID column, type BANKFEE.
4. In the Disb./Receipt column, select Disbursement.
5. In the Entry Type Description column, type Bank Fees.
6. In the Module column, make sure that CA (the default setting) is selected.
7. In the Default Offset Account column, select 61100.
8. Save the entry type.
When you create cash accounts, you can assign this entry type to the necessary cash
accounts. For details, see Cash Management: To Create Cash Accounts.

Cash Management: To Create Cash Accounts
In this activity, you will learn how to create cash accounts in the system.
Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to add cash accounts to the system, as
requested by the accountant of the SweetLife company. You will create cash accounts that
correspond to the following GL accounts: 10100-Petty Cash and 10200-Company Checking
Account.
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System Preparation
Before you start creating the cash accounts, make sure that the following tasks have been
performed in the system:
1. The company and its actual ledger have been created, as described in Company Without
Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual
Ledger.
2. The cash management preference settings have been defined, as described in Cash
Management: To Specify Cash Management Preferences.
3. The entry types of cash operations has been defined in the system, as described in Cash
Management: To Create an Entry Type.
Step 1: Creating the Petty Cash Account
You perform the following instructions to configure Sweet Life's petty cash account:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Cash Accounts (CA202000) form, and click Add New Record.
3. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Cash Account: 10100

•

Account: 10100 - Petty Cash
This box holds the GL account to which this cash account is linked, so that cash
transactions can be traced in the general ledger.

•

Description: Petty Cash

4. On the table toolbar of the Payment Methods tab, click Add Row.
5. In the Payment Method column, select CASH.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save.
Step 2: Creating the Company Checking Account
You perform the following instructions to configure a cash account to be used with the
company checking account:
1. While you are still on the Cash Accounts (CA202000) form, click Add New Record.
2. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Cash Account: 10200

•

Account: 10200 - Company Checking Account

•

Description: Checking Account
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3. On the table toolbar of the Payment Methods tab, click Add Row.
4. In the Payment Method column of the added row, select CHECK.
5. On the table toolbar of the Entry Types tab, click Add Row.
6. In the Entry Type ID column of the new row, select BANKFEE.
7. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Cash Management: To Modify a Payment Method
In this activity, you will learn how to set up a payment method for use with the accounts
receivable functionality.
Story
Suppose that customers of the SweetLife company use checks to pay for invoices. Acting as
an administrator, you will modify the CHECK payment method (which is predefined in the
system) so that it can be used with the accounts receivable functionality.
System Preparation
Before you start modifying any existing payment method, make sure that the following tasks
have been performed in the system:
1. The company and its actual ledger have been created, as described in Company Without
Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual
Ledger.
2. The cash management preference settings have been defined, as described in Cash
Management: To Specify Cash Management Preferences.
3. The cash accounts related to the payment method have been linked (in the cash account
settings) to the payment method, as described in Cash Management: To Create Cash
Accounts.
Step: Setup of the CHECK Payment Method for Use in AP and AR
To make the needed changes to the CHECK payment method, which will be used in accounts
payable and accounts receivable, do the following:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Payment Methods (CA204000) form, and select the CHECK payment method.
3. In the Summary area, select the Use in AR check box.
4. Make sure that the Use in AP check box is selected
5. On the Allowed Cash Accounts tab, for the 10200 cash account, select the AP
Default, Use in AR, and AR Default check boxes.
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Payment methods are linked to cash accounts, and you have selected the 10200 cash
account as the default one for the payment method used in accounts payable and in the
accounts receivable.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Credit Terms: To Define Credit Terms
In this activity, you will learn how to define credit terms, which can be used by vendors in
their relations with the company and by the company in its relations with customers.
Story
Suppose that SweetLife has agreements with its customers and vendors stipulating that the
full amount of each document will be paid within 30 days; no cash discounts are provided.
Acting as an administrator, you have to define one set of credit terms, which indicate that
the full amount of each document must be paid within 30 days.
System Preparation
Before you start defining the credit terms, make sure that the company and its actual ledger
has been created, as described in Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without
Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
Step: Defining Credit Terms
Perform the following instructions to define the needed set of credit terms:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Credit Terms (CS206500) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. In the General Settings section, specify the following settings:
•

Terms ID: 30D

•

Description: 30 Days

5. In the Due Day Settings section, specify the following settings:
•

Due Day Type: Fixed Number of Days

•

Due Day 1: 30

6. In the Installment Type box of the Installment Settings section, make sure Single is
selected.
7. On the form toolbar, click Save.
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When the applicable credit terms have been defined in the system, vendor and customer
classes (and vendors and customers) can be created.

Accounts Payable: To Create a Vendor Class
You will now define the default vendor class in the system, which will provide many of the
settings for newly created vendors and for other vendor classes you create, thus easing the
creation of these entities during the next phase of implementation. Among other settings for
the vendor class, you will specify the credit terms you have created.
Story
Suppose that most of the vendors of the SweetLife company use the same settings, such as
credit terms, payment method, cash account, AP account, and cash discount account. Acting
as an administrator, you will create a default vendor class with these settings so that it can
supply default settings when vendors and other vendor classes are created in the system.
System Preparation
Before you start creating the vendor class, make sure that the following tasks have been
performed in the system:
1. The company has been created and an actual ledger has been assigned to it; see
Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To
Create an Actual Ledger.
2. The credit terms that are used by vendors have been created, as described in Credit
Terms: To Define Credit Terms.
Step: Creating the Default Vendor Class
To create the default vendor class, you perform the following instructions:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Vendor Classes (AP201000) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Class ID: DEFAULT

•

Description: Default Vendor Class

5. In the Default General Settings section of the General Settings tab, select US United States of America in the Country box.
6. In the Default Financial Settings section of the General Settings tab, specify the
following settings:
•

Terms: 30D - 30 Days
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•

Payment Method: CHECK - Check Payment

•

Cash Account: 10200 - Checking Account

7. On the GL Accounts tab, specify the following accounts:
•

AP Account: 20000 - Accounts Payable

•

Cash Discount Account: 52600 - Cash Discount

8. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Accounts Payable: To Specify Accounts Payable
Preferences
In this activity, you will learn how to specify the basic settings to be used in accounts
payable.
Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to define preference settings for the accounts
payable functionality. You need to specify the default vendor class and other settings that
will make it easier for users to create AP documents.
System Preparation
Before you start specifying the accounts payable preference settings, make sure that the
following tasks have been performed in the system:
1. The company has been created and its actual ledger has been specified; Company Without
Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual
Ledger.
2. The credit terms that are used by vendors have been created, as described in Credit
Terms: To Define Credit Terms.
3. The default vendor class has been created, as described in Accounts Payable: To Create a
Vendor Class.
Step: Specifying the Accounts Payable Preferences
You specify the required and recommended settings that apply to accounts payable as
follows:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Accounts Payable Preferences (AP101000) form.
Note that all the required settings (that is, those marked with an asterisk) have already
been specified by default.
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3. In the Posting Settings section of the General Settings tab, make sure the
Automatically Post on Release check box is selected. With this setting, transactions
related to AP documents will be automatically posted to the general ledger once they are
released.
4. In the Data Entry Settings section of the General Settings tab, specify the following
settings, which simplify the processing of AP documents:
•

Default Vendor Class ID: DEFAULT

•

Hold Documents on Entry: Cleared

•

Require Approval of Bills Prior to Payment: Cleared

•

Validate Document Totals on Entry: Cleared

•

Require Vendor Reference: Cleared

5. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Accounts Receivable: To Create a Statement Cycle
In this activity, you will learn how to define a statement cycle in the system.
Story
Suppose that the SweetLife company informs its customers about their current balances and
outstanding documents by sending the customers statements at the end of every month.
In the statements, the outstanding customer documents should be broken down by the
following aging periods: 0 to 10 days, 11 to 20 days, 21 to 45 days, and more than 30 days.
The outstanding documents are aged based on their due dates. Acting as an administrator,
you need to define the statement cycle in the system.
System Preparation
Before you start defining statement cycles, make sure that the company has been created
and its actual ledger has been specified; see Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company
Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
Step: Defining a Statement Cycle
You define the statement cycle as follows:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Statement Cycles (AR202800) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. In the General Settings section, specify the following settings:
•

Cycle ID: EOM
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•

Description: End of Month

•

Schedule Type: End of Month

5. In the Aging Settings section, specify the following settings:
•

Use Financial Periods for Aging: Cleared

•

Aging Period (Days), 1 –: 10
Once you specify the first aging period, the system automatically specifies the other
aging periods, based on the assumption that all the aging periods will have the same
length. The system also automatically specifies the descriptions for aging periods.
If needed, you can change the automatically specified settings of aging periods to
custom ones.

•

Age Based On: Due Date
This setting means that the system will use the due dates of the outstanding
documents to determine the appropriate aging period in customer statements
and accounts receivable aging reports for outstanding invoices, debit memos, and
overdue charges.

6. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Accounts Receivable: To Create a Customer Class
In this activity, you will create a default customer class in the system. This class will provide
many of the settings for newly created customers and for other customer classes you create,
thus easing the creation of these entities during the next phase of implementation. Among
other settings for the customer class, you will specify the credit terms you have created.
Story
Suppose that most of the customers of the SweetLife company use the same settings, such
as credit terms, statement cycle, payment method, sales account, AR account, and cash
discount account. Acting as an administrator, you will create a default customer class with
these settings so that it can supply default settings when customers and other customer
classes are created in the system.
System Preparation
Before you start creating the default customer class, make sure that the following tasks have
been performed in the system:
1. The company has been created and an actual ledger has been specified for it; see
Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To
Create an Actual Ledger.
2. The credit terms that are used by customers have been created, as described in Credit
Terms: To Define Credit Terms.
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3. At least one statement cycle has been defined in the system, as described in Accounts
Receivable: To Create a Customer Class.
Step: Creating the Default Customer Class
To create the default customer class, perform the following instructions:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Customer Classes (AR201000) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Class ID: DEFAULT

•

Description: Default Customer Class

5. In the Default General Settings section of the General Settings tab, select US United States of America in the Country box.
6. In the Default Financial Settings section of the General Settings tab, specify the
following settings:
•

Terms: 30D - 30 Days

•

Statement Cycle ID: EOM

•

Payment Method: CHECK - Check Payment

7. On the GL Accounts tab, specify the following accounts:
•

AR Account: 11000 - Accounts Receivable

•

Sales Account: 40000 - Sales Revenue

•

Cash Discount Account: 52600 - Cash Discount

8. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Accounts Receivable: To Specify Accounts Receivable
Preferences
In this activity, you will learn how to define the basic settings to be used for accounts
receivable functionality.
Story
Suppose that as an administrator, you need to define the preference settings for the
accounts receivable functionality. You need to specify the default customer class and other
settings that will make it easier for users to create AR documents.
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System Preparation
Before you start specifying accounts receivable preference settings, make sure that the
following tasks have been performed in the system:
1. The company has been created and its actual ledger has been specified; see Company
Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without Branches and General Ledger: To Create an
Actual Ledger.
2. The credit terms that are used by customers have been created, as described in Credit
Terms: To Define Credit Terms.
3. The default customer class has been created, as described in Accounts Receivable: To
Create a Customer Class.
Step: Specifying the Accounts Receivable Preferences
You specify the basic settings that will apply to accounts receivable as follows:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Accounts Receivable Preferences (AR101000) form.
Note that all the required settings (that is, those marked with an asterisk) have already
been specified by default.
3. In the Posting Settings section of the General Settings tab, make sure the
Automatically Post on Release check box is selected. With this setting, AR
transactions will be automatically posted to the general ledger once they are released.
4. In the Data Entry Settings section of the General Settings tab, specify the following
settings, which simplify the processing of AR documents:
•

Default Customer Class ID: DEFAULT

•

Hold Documents on Entry: Cleared

•

Validate Document Totals on Entry: Cleared

•

Require Payment Reference on Entry: Cleared

5. On the form toolbar, click Save.

Taxes: To Define a Tax Category
In this activity, you will learn how to define a tax-exempt category in the system.
Story
Suppose that the SweetLife company is going to purchase services from vendors and provide
services to customers. All of these services are tax-exempt. Acting as an administrator, you
need to define a tax category in Acumatica ERP.
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System Preparation
Before you start defining the credit terms, make sure that the company and its actual ledger
has been created, as described in Company Without Branches: To Configure a Company Without
Branches and General Ledger: To Create an Actual Ledger.
Step: Defining a Tax Category
To define a tax-exempt category, do the following:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Tax Categories (TX205500) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Tax Category ID: EXEMPT

•

Description: Exempt Tax Category

5. On the form toolbar, click Save.
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Part 2: Configuring Inventory and Order
Management
For completing lessons of this part of the course, you will use a company with basic
configuration prepared in Part 1. You will configure system settings and entities that are
specific to inventory and order management functionality, and learn how to perform basic
configuration of inventory catalog in the system.
In the examples of this course, you will use sample settings of configuration entities (such
as posting classes) and master records (such as inventory items); you will also process
sample transactions and business processes (such as those for inventory management,
purchasing, order fulfillment). These sample settings, records, transactions, and processes
are presented to illustrate the inventory and order management functionality of Acumatica
ERP. In production systems, you have to specify the configuration entities and perform the
processes as required by government regulations and the company's business requirements.
Each activity in this part is to be completed under a user account with administrator access
rights.

Lesson 1: Configuring Reason Codes for Inventory
Reason Codes: General Information
The majority of transactions with inventory items are performed when the items are
purchased or sold, and the respective inventory receipts or issues are generated by other
documents, such as purchase receipts and sales orders from which financial documents,
such as AP bills and AR invoices, are generated. Because direct inventory transactions (that
is, inventory transactions that are not based on any sales or purchase documents) do not
contain information about why inventory items are being moved, users should specify reason
codes for them. When a reason code is specified for each direct inventory transaction, your
organization can track why the particular inventory transaction was performed.
Also, a reason code should be created for vendor returns. In this case, a reason code
indicates that when the system creates an inventory issue that corresponds to a vendor
return the system copies GL accounts from a receipt for which a purchase return is
prepared. For details, see Purchase Returns at the Original Cost: General Information.
In the following sections, you will read about the creation and use of reason codes in
inventory.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of reason codes

•

Create reason codes for inventory operations
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•

Create reason codes for vendor returns

Applicable Scenarios
You create reason codes when you initially configure inventory and order management in
Acumatica ERP. You will use reason codes are used in the direct inventory operations of
issuing, receiving, adjusting, and counting physical inventory and in vendor returns.
Creation of Reason Codes for Inventory
Before you start configuring the inventory settings in Acumatica ERP, you need to create all
necessary reason codes to be used in inventory transactions. You define reason codes on the
Reason Codes (CS211000) form.
For each reason code, you should specify the following:
•

Identifier: Identifiers of reason codes may have up to 10 characters and should clearly
designate the reason for the transaction, as with DAMAGE, EXPIRATION, SHRINKAGE,
and RETURNS.

•

Usage: You specify with what type of inventory transaction this reason code will be used,
which can be any of the following:

•

•

Receipt

•

Issue

•

Vendor Return

•

Adjustment

•

Transfer

GL account: You select the GL account that the system will use as an offset account for
transactions with this reason code specified.

After you have created all required reason codes, you can specify default reason codes on
the Inventory Preferences (IN101000) form. For details, see Default Reason Codes for Inventory
Transactions.
Default Reason Codes for Inventory Transactions
When an inventory document is created directly on a form such as Receipts (IN301000)
or Issues (IN302000)—that is, when the inventory document is not based on a sales or
purchase document—the reason code defines what account will be used as a default offset
account. On release of the transaction, the inventory account (which is copied from the stock
item) and the offset account (which is copied from the reason code) will be updated with the
amount of the transaction.
For the following types of inventory transactions, you should specify the default reason code
on the General Settings tab of the Inventory Preferences (IN101000) form:
•

Receipts
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•

Issues

•

Adjustment

•

Physical inventory adjustments

When you create one of these inventory documents, the system automatically inserts the
specified default reason code. Users can replace the default reason code with another
reason code defined for the transaction type, if necessary. If users change the reason code,
the corresponding account or accounts will be inserted into the appropriate boxes for the
document.
Reason Code for Vendor Returns
When you configure order management preferences, you specify the default reason code
of the Vendor Return usage type for vendor returns on the Purchase Orders Preferences
(PO101000) form. The system inserts this reason code for inventory issues that are
generated during the processing of purchase returns, which are documents of the Return
type created on the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form. Users can change the default reason
code in the inventory issue, which is created on the Issues (IN302000) form.
For more information on configuring order management preferences, see Order Management
with Inventory Configuration: General Information.

Reason Codes: Implementation Activity
In the following implementation activity, you will learn how to create reason codes.
Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, need to configure inventory and
order management for a company. Before you start specifying the inventory and order
management preferences on the appropriate Acumatica ERP forms, you must create reason
codes for the direct inventory operations of issuing, receiving, adjusting, and counting
physical inventory. You also need to create a reason code for vendor returns, which are not
inventory operations but do involve the movement of goods in inventory.
System Preparation
Before you start creating these reason codes, you perform the following instructions:
1. In a new tenant, prepare the company with the basic settings, as described in the
Company Without Branches: General Information.
2. On the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, enable the Inventory and Order
Management and Inventory features.
Step 1: Creating Reason Codes for Inventory Operations
To create reason codes for direct inventory operations, do the following:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
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2. Open the Reason Codes (CS211000) form.
3. Create a reason code for direct inventory receipts as follows:
a. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
b. Specify the following settings:
•

Reason Code: INRECEIPT

•

Description: Direct Receipts

•

Usage: Receipt

•

Account: 20100 - Inventory Purchase Accrual

c. Save the reason code.
4. Create a reason code for direct inventory issues as follows:
a. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
b. Specify the following settings:
•

Reason Code: INISSUE

•

Description: Direct Issues

•

Usage: Issue

•

Account: 11010 - AR Accrual Account

c. Save the reason code.
5. Create a reason code for direct inventory adjustments as follows:
a. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
b. Specify the following settings:
•

Reason Code: INADJUST

•

Description: Direct Adjustments

•

Usage: Adjustment

•

Account: 52000 - Physical Inventory Adjustments

c. Save the reason code.
6. Create a reason code for physical inventory as follows:
a. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
b. Specify the following settings:
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•

Reason Code: PHYINVADJ

•

Description: Physical Inventory Adjustment

•

Usage: Adjustment

•

Account: 52000 - Physical Inventory Adjustments

c. Save the reason code.
Now that you have created reason codes for direct inventory operations, you can configure
basic inventory preferences, as described in Order Management with Inventory Configuration:
Implementation Activity.
Step 2: Creating a Reason Code for Vendor Returns
You create a reason code for vendor returns as follows:
1. On the form toolbar of the Reason Codes (CS211000) form, click Add New Record.
2. Specify the following settings:
•

Reason Code: VENDORRET

•

Description: Vendor Return

•

Usage: Vendor Return

3. Save the reason code.
Now that you have created a reason code for vendor returns, you can configure sales order
types as the next stage in preparing the system to configuration of order management. For
details, see Configuring Sales Order Types.

Lesson 2: Configuring Sales Order Types
Sales Order Types: General Information
Acumatica ERP provides a number of predefined sales order types for common processing
operations, such as sales with shipment, sales without shipment, sales by cash, sales by
check, and customer returns of inventory items. On the Order Types (SO201000) form, you
activate the order types your company will use and make sure they are configured to fit your
company's processes.
When you create a new order on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, you select the
appropriate order type, which determines the information to be entered on the form, the
processing operations to be performed for the order to be completed, and the documents to
be generated during the order processing.
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Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Activate an order type with the minimum required settings

•

Specify optional settings that affect how an order of the type is processed

Applicable Scenarios
You configure order types in any of the following cases:
•

When you initially configure order management in Acumatica ERP, you have to activate
at least one order type to be able to create and process sales orders in the system

•

When you need to activate any of the predefined order types that are not yet active to
support the corresponding business process

Order Type for Recording Expected Sales
If you want to track your company's expected future sales, your employees can prepare
orders of the QT type (quotes) that later can be converted to sales orders or canceled if the
sale is no longer expected to happen. Quotes can also be used as templates for repeating
orders for a particular customer. For more information, see Processing Pre-Sale Quotes.
Order Types for Processing Sales
Acumatica ERP provides predefined order types for the processes that are used most
frequently in sales. The predefined order types for sales can be divided into two major
groups—those that are processed through shipments, and those that are processed directly
to invoices without shipments. The need for shipment processing depends on the business
requirements of the company.
For an order of order type that requires shipping, you can process a shipment of items with
single shipment document, or with multiple partial shipment documents, each of which may
be invoiced individually. For shipments, you can print labels with carrier tracking numbers.
Also, from the shipment document, you can print the pick list for the warehouse worker (for
verification of the shipped and received quantities) and the shipment confirmation for the
buyer.
You choose which types of the sales orders to activate and configure depending on
the processes established in your company. The following table shows a comparison of
predefined order types for sales.
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Table: Order Types for Sales

Business
Process Requirements/
Order Type

SO

SA

IN

CS

Shipping of
Items to Customer

Required

Required

Not needed

Not needed

Payment

By credit

By credit

By credit

In cash

Billing Document to Customer

Invoice

Invoice

Invoice

Cash sale

Reserving
Items in Inventory

Manual

Automatic

Not needed

Not needed

Order Types for Processing Customer Returns
Acumatica ERP provides return order types for the most frequently used return processes,
such as return for credit, return for cash, or return for replacement. In the system, sales
returns can be processed through a simple workflow, in which you create a return order and
then process the invoice directly from the order, or through the full workflow, in which you
process the receipt of the returned item, process the shipment of the replacement item, and
then prepare the invoice.
You choose which types of return orders to activate and configure depending on your return
policies. The following table shows a comparison of the predefined order types for returns of
sold goods.
Table: Order Types for Returns

Business
CR
Process Requirements/
Order Type

CM

RC

RR

RM

Shipping of
Items

Not needed

Shipping
of returned
items from
the customer
to inventory

Shipping
of returned
items from
the customer
to inventory,
and shipping
of replacement items to
the customer

Shipping
of returned
items from
the customer
to inventory,
and shipping
of replacement items to
the customer

Return for
credit

Return for
credit

Return for re- Return for replacement
placement at
a higher price

Not needed

Return Type Return for
cash
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Business
CR
Process Requirements/
Order Type

CM

RC

RR

RM

at the same
price
Billing Document to
Customer

Cash return document with the
amount to be
returned

Credit memo
with the
amount to be
returned

Credit memo
with the
amount to be
returned

Not needed

Invoice in the
amount of
the difference
between the
prices of returned and
replacement
items and
(optionally) a
restocking fee

Order Type for Processing Transfers
In a system with multiple warehouses or multiple warehouse locations, you may need
to create and process transfer orders of the TR order type for goods that are reserved in
remote warehouses and need to be moved from one warehouse to another before a sales
order can be fulfilled. Also, transfer orders can be generated in the process of replenishment,
to move goods from the source warehouse to the destination warehouse.

Sales Order Types: To Configure the SO Order Type
With the following process activity, you will learn how to configure and activate the SO order
type.
Story
Suppose that you, as implementation manager, need to configure the sales orders for
processing sales of items with shipping. You need to configure and activate the SO order
type in the system.
System Preparation
Before you configure and activate order types, perform the following instructions:
1. In a new tenant, prepare the company with basic settings as described in Company
Without Branches: General Information.
2. Enable the Inventory and Order Management and Inventory feature on the Enable/Disable
Features (CS100000) form.
Step: Configuring and Activating an Order Type
To specify settings to configure the SO order type and activate this type, do the following:
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1. Open the Order Types (SO201000) form.
2. Open the SO order type.
3. On the General Settings tab, clear the following check boxes:
•

Bill Separately

•

Calculate Freight

4. In the Freight Account, specify 51300 (COGS – Freight).
5. In the Summary area, select the Active check box.
6. Save your changes to the order type.

Lesson 3: Configuring Basic Inventory and Order
Management
Order Management with Inventory Configuration: General
Information
This topic provides a general overview of the configuration steps that you have to perform
before you can track inventory items and users can process sales and purchases of inventory
items through orders.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to perform the initial configuration for the inventory and
order management functionality. In particular, you will do the following:
•

Enable the needed system features

•

Specify the minimum required configuration for the inventory, purchase order, and sales
order management functionality

•

Learn the recommended settings that you can specify to make the system fit your
business requirements

Applicable Scenarios
You perform configuration of inventory and order management in any of the following cases:
•

When you initially implement Acumatica ERP and the Order Management and Inventory
features are included to your license.

•

When you have purchased the Order Management and Inventory features, and you need
to configure inventory and order management in the existing system.
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System Features to Be Enabled
To be able to configure and use the inventory and order management functionality in the
system, you need to enable the following features on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form:
•

Inventory and Order Management: Required for sales order management and purchase
order management and allows you to configure purchase order processing for regular
orders and configure sales order processing with the predefined order types.

•

Inventory: Required for inventory management

The one warehouse included in the basic functionality includes one location, which is
configured in the system automatically. This warehouse and location are used by default for
receiving and issuing all inventory items and are not displayed on the forms.
Each particular feature may be subject to additional licensing; please consult the
Acumatica ERP sales policy for details.

Order Management with Inventory Configuration:
Implementation Activity
You perform the following implementation activity to prepare the system to support the
tracking of inventory and the processing of sales and purchase orders with stock items.
Story
Suppose that you, as implementation manager, need to configure system for processing
sales and purchases of stock items through orders.
System Preparation
Before you start configuring the inventory and order management functionality, you perform
the following instructions:
1. In a new tenant, prepare the company with the basic settings as described in the
Company Without Branches: General Information.
2. On the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form, enable the Inventory and Order
Management and Inventory features.
3. On the Reason Codes (CS211000) form, create and save the reason codes that are
required for configuring inventory and order management as described in Reason Codes:
Implementation Activity.
4. On the Order Types (SO201000) form, configure and activate at least the SO order type,
as described in Sales Order Types: To Configure the SO Order Type.
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Step: Configuring Basic Inventory and Order Management
To perform the basic configuration of purchase order and sales order functionality, proceed
as follows:
1. Open the Inventory Preferences (IN101000) form.
2. Specify the following settings in the Default Reason Codes section:
•

Receipt Reason Code: INRECEIPT

•

Issue/Return Reason Code: INISSUE

•

Adjustment Reason Code: INADJ

•

Phys. Inventory Reason Code: PHYINVADJ

3. Select the Update GL check box.
4. Clear the Hold Documents On Entry and Validate Document Totals on Entry check
boxes.
5. Save your changes on the form.
6. Open the Sales Orders Preferences (SO101000) form.
7. Make sure that SO is selected in the Default Sales Order Type box (this is the
predefined sales order type used for processing of stock items with shipping).
8. Clear the Hold Shipments on Entry, Validate Shipment Total on Confirmation, and
Hold Invoices on Failed Credit Check check boxes.
9. Select the Automatically Release IN Documents check box.
10.Save your changes on the form.
11.Open the Purchase Orders Preferences (PO101000) form.
12.Specify VENDORRET as the PO Return Reason Code.
13.Make sure that the For Normal and Standard Orders and For Receipts check boxes
are cleared.
14.Select the Release IN Documents Automatically and Release AP Documents
Automatically check box.
15.Clear the Hold Receipts on Entry check box.
16.Save your changes on the form.
You have configured the basic inventory and order management functionality. Now you can
proceed with configuring inventory entities (see Preparing Inventory Entities).
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Preparing Inventory Entities
The primary inventory entity defined in Acumatica ERP is stock items: the finished goods and
raw materials that cost money, have value, and are stored. For each stock item, you create a
record on the Stock Items (IN202500) form that holds the settings of the item, such as the GL
accounts assigned to the item and the rules for calculating the item's availability calculation.
Before you start creating stock items in the system, you need to create the entities that are
used in the item settings, as described in this topic.
Inventory Entities to Be Created
You need to create the following entities before users can start processing documents related
to inventory in Acumatica ERP:
•

Posting classes on the Posting Classes (IN206000) form: You must create posting
classes before you start creating item classes. For details about these classes and their
implementation, see Creating Posting Classes.

•

Units of measure on the Units of Measure (CS203100) form (optional): If you need to
create units of measure for item classes or stock items beyond those preconfigured in
the system, that should be done before you start creating item classes. For details, see
Creating Units of Measure.

•

Availability calculation rules on the Availability Calculation Rules (IN201500) form: For
details, see Creating Availability Calculation Rules. You must create availability calculation
rules before you start creating item classes.

•

Item classes on the Item Classes (IN201000) form: For details, see Creating Item Classes for
Stock Items. You must create item classes before you start creating stock items.

•

Stock items on the Stock Items (IN202500) form: For details, see Creating Stock Items.

Thus, the order in which you create entities is important, because some entities derive
settings from other entities or use them in other ways. You first create posting classes, units
of measure, and availability calculation rules in any order; you then create the item classes
for which these entities will be used as settings. After item classes have been created, you
create the stock items that will belong to these item classes and will derive settings from
them. (See the following diagram.)
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Figure: The use of settings in inventory entities

Lesson 4: Creating Posting Classes
Posting Classes: General Information
Every inventory transaction creates an appropriate posting to the general ledger, depending
on the particular inventory item, the type of transaction, the warehouse where the item is
stocked, and other conditions. A posting class, which is a required setting for stock items,
defines which accounts should be used to post specific transactions to the general ledger.
Also, posting classes are used to provide the default GL accounts to be assigned to stock
items that are created.
During the configuration of Acumatica ERP, you create posting settings and then assign
posting classes to item classes, which group items and provide settings for them. When
you create each stock item, you specify an item class, which causes the system to insert
default settings for the item, including the posting class (which in turn causes the system to
insert the accounts of the posting class for the item). The insertion of these default accounts
streamlines data entry.
In this chapter, posting classes are described in terms of accounts specified for them
but not subaccounts; subaccounts are beyond the scope of this chapter. That is, these
topics describe how the system works when the Subaccounts feature is disabled on
the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000) form.
In the following sections, you will read about posting classes in Acumatica ERP.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of posting classes

•

Create posting classes for stock items
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Applicable Scenarios
You create posting classes in the following cases:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP, before you create item
classes and stock items

•

When you need to create a new class of inventory items with specific posting settings

Creation of Posting Classes
You can create posting classes by using the Posting Classes (IN206000) form.
Before you start creating posting classes, you should make sure that all necessary GL
accounts have been created on the Chart of Accounts (GL202500) form.
During the creation of a posting class, you specify the following:
•

Class ID: You type the unique identifier that defines the posting class, which is an
alphanumeric string of up to 10 characters.

•

GL accounts: You specify the general ledger accounts assigned to the posting class. The
exact set of accounts you need to select depends on the items for which you are creating
a posting class. For details, see General Ledger Accounts of a Posting Class.

•

Posting settings for transactions: You specify which GL account the system must use for
which type of transaction, as described in see Posting Settings for General Ledger Accounts.

•

Phys. Inventory Reason Code: You specify the reason code that the system will use
by default for physical inventory involving items associated with this posting class. For
more information, see Reason Codes: General Information.

General Ledger Accounts Used by Inventory Entities
You can specify GL accounts in the settings of the following inventory entities: warehouses
(if you use multiple warehouses in the system), posting classes (which can be specified for
stock and non-stock items), stock items, and non-stock items. The specified GL accounts are
used by the system to record inventory transactions that involve the respective entities. You
specify the following GL accounts in the settings of inventory entities:
•

Inventory/Accrual account (specified in the settings of a stock item, warehouse, nonstock item, or posting class for non-stock items): An account that is one of the following:
•

If specified for a stock item or warehouse: An asset account to keep the inventory
balance resulting from transactions with the stock item or transactions that involve
the specific warehouse. The cost of the applicable items will be debited to the
Inventory account when the items are received, and credited when the items are
issued from inventory.

•

If specified for a non-stock item or a posting class to be used for non-stock items:
A liability account to be used for non-stock items as the Accrual account. The cost
of purchased non-stock items will be credited to this account, and when an AP bill is
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created for any of these purchased non-stock items, the cost will be debited to this
account.
•

Sales account (specified for each warehouse, stock item, non-stock item, and posting
class): The income account to record sales for the entity.
A sales account can also be specified in settings of an order type on the Order
Types (SO201000) form. In a sales order of a type with a sales account specified,
this sales account has a higher priority than the setting specified in the item
settings on the Stock Items (IN202500) form.

•

•

COGS/Expense account (specified for each warehouse, stock item, non-stock item, and
posting class): An account that is one of the following:
•

If specified for a warehouse, stock item, or posting class for stock items: The
expense account used as the Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) account. This account will
accrue the cost of goods sold once a sales order that includes the applicable item or
warehouse is released. The cost of items sold is debited to the account when items
are issued for sale from inventory.

•

If specified for a non-stock item or for a posting class to be used for non-stock items
or labor items: The Expense account used for transactions with these items.

Standard Cost Variance account (specified for each warehouse, stock item, and posting
class for stock items): The expense account to be used to record any differences
between the currently effective standard cost and the cost on a bill for the specified
quantities of items.
This account is used only for transactions associated with stock items to which the
Standard valuation method is assigned.

•

Standard Cost Revaluation account (specified for each warehouse, stock item, and
posting class for stock items): The expense account to be used to record the differences
in inventory value estimated by using the pending standard cost and the currently
effective standard cost for the quantities on hand of a stock item. Revaluation is
performed at the moment when standard costs are updated—that is, when the currently
effective standard cost becomes the last standard cost, and the pending cost becomes
the effective standard cost.
This account is used only for transactions associated with stock items to which the
Standard valuation method is assigned.

•

PO Accrual account (specified for each warehouse, stock item, and posting class):
The liability account to be used to accrue amounts on purchase orders related to the
warehouse or stock item for which the account is specified. Whenever receipts linked to
purchase orders are released, the system generates transactions between the PO Accrual
account and the inventory account.

•

Purchase Price Variance account (specified for each warehouse, stock item, non-stock
item, and posting class for stock or non-stock items): The expense account to be used
to record any differences between the extended price on the purchase receipt and the
extended price on the AP bill.
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This account is used for transactions that involve inventory items for which any of the
valuation methods is assigned.
•

Landed Cost Variance account (specified for each warehouse, stock item, and posting
class for stock items): The expense account to be used to record any differences in
landed costs between the landed cost amounts specified on purchase receipts and the
landed cost amounts on inventory receipts.

•

Deferral account (specified for each stock item, non-stock item, and posting class): The
account to be used to hold the deferred amount until it is fully recognized. You select an
account of one of the following types:
•

A liability account for a deferral code of the Revenue type

•

An asset account for a deferral code of the Expense type

General Ledger Accounts of a Posting Class
You specify the default general ledger accounts assigned to a posting class on the GL
Accounts tab of the Posting Classes (IN206000) form. These default GL accounts simplify
data entry on the Item Classes (IN201000) and Stock Items (IN202500) forms. When a posting
class is assigned to an item class, the system copies the GL accounts from the posting class
to the item class. In the settings of the item class or item, you can override any of the
default accounts, if needed.
If you change the posting class for an item class or item, the system updates the GL
accounts on the Item Classes or Stock Items form with the accounts from the new posting
class.
Posting Settings for General Ledger Accounts
The GL accounts to be used for inventory transactions related to sales, purchases, and
valuation of inventory items can be obtained from multiple sources, depending on the
business processes established in your organization. On the Posting Settings tab of the
Posting Classes (IN206000) form, for each type of account, you specify from which source the
system will use this account for the posting class.
In Acumatica ERP, you can select one of the following sources, which determine the GL
accounts the system will use:
•

Inventory item: The Inventory account for all transactions of the item will be the one
specified in the item settings, regardless of at what warehouse the inventory transaction
occurs.

•

Warehouse: The Inventory account will vary depending on the warehouse where the
inventory transaction is made. You select this source if you use multiple warehouses in
the system and each warehouse has a specific Inventory account assigned.

•

Posting class: The Inventory account assigned to the posting class itself (as specified
on the GL Accounts tab of the Posting Classes form) will be used. You select this source
when you need to replace the Inventory account in item settings with a new account.
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Basic Scenarios of Configuring Posting Classes
When you create posting classes, you can configure the following basic scenarios:
•

•

•

Posting transactions for multiple items to the same GL account: Suppose that you have
a single warehouse, and the majority of inventory transactions should be posted to the
same GL account. You do the following:
•

You create a posting class and specify for it the inventory account that the system
should use for posting inventory transactions.

•

You select Posting Class as the source of the inventory account in the settings of the
posting class.

•

You specify the created posting class in the settings of each item class and inventory
item.

Posting transactions to item-specific GL accounts: Suppose that you have high cost items
for which you want to allocate specific General Ledger accounts. You do the following:
•

You specify a separate GL account in the settings of each item class for especially
valuable items or each inventory item that is considered particularly valuable.

•

You create a posting class; in its settings, you select Inventory Item as the source of
the inventory account.

•

You specify the created posting class in the settings of the inventory items that have
separate GL accounts assigned to them.

Posting transactions to warehouse-specific GL accounts: Suppose that you have multiple
warehouses and you have separate accounts for each warehouse. You do the following:
•

You assign an individual inventory account to each warehouse.

•

You create a posting class and select Warehouse as the source of the inventory
account.

•

You assign item classes or items to the created posting class.

You can combine these basic scenarios to post transactions according to business processes
of your organization.

Posting Classes: Implementation Activity
By performing the following implementation activity, you will learn how to create a posting
class.
Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are configuring inventory for the
SweetLife company, which produces and sells bottled juice. Before you can start creating
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stock items for juice in the system, you need to create a posting class that will provide
default posting settings for juice items.
System Preparation
Before you start creating a posting class, you perform the following instructions:
1. In a new tenant, prepare the company with the basic settings, as described in the
Company Without Branches: General Information.
2. Specify the appropriate inventory settings, as described in Order Management with Inventory
Configuration: Implementation Activity.
If you have not configured a company with basic settings and you want to practice
creating a posting class, you can perform the activity in this topic by using the U100
data set.
Step: Creating a Posting Class
You create a posting class for jams as follows:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Posting Classes (IN206000) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Class ID: JUICE

•

Description: Juice

5. On the Posting Settings tab, specify the following settings:
•

Use Inventory/Accrual Account from: Posting Class

•

Use Sales Account from: Posting Class

•

Use COGS/Expense Account from: Posting Class

•

Use Std. Cost Variance Account from: Posting Class

•

Use Std. Cost Revaluation Account from: Posting Class

•

Use PO Accrual Account from: Posting Class

•

Use Purchase Price Variance Account from: Posting Class

•

Use Landed Cost Variance Account from: Posting Class

6. On the GL Accounts tab, specify the following settings:
•

Inventory/Accrual Account: 12100 - Inventory Asset
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•

Sales Account: 40000 - Sales Revenue

•

COGS/Expense Account: 50000 - COGS - Inventory

•

Standard Cost Variance Account: 52100 - Standard Cost Adjustments

•

Standard Cost Revaluation Account: 52110 - Standard Cost Revaluation Account

•

PO Accrual Account: 20100 - Inventory Purchase Accrual

•

Purchase Price Variance Account: 52300 - Purchase Price Variance

•

Landed Cost Variance Account: 52400 - Landed Cost Variance

7. On the form toolbar, click Save.
Now that you have created the posting class, you can create units of measure, as described
in Units of Measure: Implementation Activity. For the full list of inventory entities to be created,
see Preparing Inventory Entities.

Lesson 5: Configuring Units of Measure
Units of Measure: General Information
Some inventory items can be purchased, tracked, or sold by your company in multiple ways:
by the piece, or in storage containers (such as boxes, packages, or creates) into which
they have been packaged. In Acumatica ERP, you can define and maintain any number of
different units of measure (UOMs) to account for and express these quantities of the items.
You can also define conversion rules, so that for different UOMs of the same items, the
system can calculate the prices of items to your specifications.
Some units of measure apply to many items and, as such, are defined at the system level.
Other units of measure are used only for particular items or for item classes (which group
similar items). In Acumatica ERP, you can define UOMs and conversion rules at all of these
levels, as described in the following sections.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Create units of measure that can be used systemwide

•

Create conversion rules for systemwide units of measure

Applicable Scenarios
You create systemwide units of measure in the following cases:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP
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•

When you need to measure stock items in specific units that are not defined among the
systemwide UOMs

Systemwide Units of Measure
When you deploy a tenant from scratch, the tenant already contains predefined units of
measure, which you can view on the Units of Measure (CS203100) form. If you need to define
additional units of measure, you use the same form. Units of measure defined on this form
can be used systemwide, for example, for all inventory items and item classes. You can add
new units of measure to the unit conversion reference table on this form.
In the table, you can also specify how UOMs are converted to units already defined in the
table, if applicable. For more information on conversion rules, see Conversion Rules.
In addition to systemwide UOMs, you can create UOMs when you are creating an item class
or inventory item. For details, see UOMs for Item Classes and Stock Items.
UOMs for Item Classes and Stock Items
You specify UOMs for item classes or stock items in the Units of Measure section of
the General Settings tab on the Item Classes (IN201000) or Stock Items (IN202500)
form, respectively. The UOMs specified in the settings of an item class are copied to the
corresponding boxes of a new stock item of this class created on the Stock Items form. For
both item classes and stock items, you can select systemwide UOMs or type new item classspecific or item-specific UOMs.
•

New UOMs added on the Item Classes form are not copied automatically to the Units
of Measure (CS203100) form. If you want to use these units globally, you must
manually add the units to the Units of Measure form.

•

New UOMs added by using the Stock Items form are copied automatically to the
Units of Measure form.

If the Multiple Units of Measure feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features (CS100000)
form, for each item class defined on the Item Classes form and for each stock item defined on
the Stock Items form, you can specify the following units:
•

Base Unit (required): The unit of measure used to calculate unit costs and to maintain
availability data for stock items (that is, the system counts the quantities of each stock
item at warehouses by using the UOM specified as its base unit). For recommendations
on selecting base units, see Stock Items: Units of Measure.

•

Sales Unit (optional): The unit of measure typically used when your company sells the
item.

•

Purchase Unit (optional): The unit of measure typically used when your company
purchases the item.
If you need to change any UOM of an item class or item, make sure that rules for
conversion between the current and new UOM are specified on the Units of Measure
(for systemwide units), Item Classes (for item class-specific units), or Stock Items
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(for item-specific units) form before you use the item with the new UOM in any new
transaction.
If the Multiple Units of Measure feature is not enabled on the Enable/Disable Features form,
you can specify only base units for item classes and for individual stock items.
When you enter a sales transaction and specify the quantity and UOM of the inventory item,
the system converts the specified UOM to the base unit for cost-of-sold-goods calculation
and to the default sales unit for finding the proper price (or to any other unit of the item for
which a price can be found).
For stock items, you can configure units of measure (UOMs) for items that can be measured
only in quantities that are integers. This helps to eliminate the number of errors in inventory,
sales, and purchase documents. For more information, see Stock Items: Units of Measure That
Are Not Divisible.
For more information about UOMs for stock items, see Stock Items: Units of Measure.
Conversion Rules
If the same item can be measured in multiple UOMs, you should define conversion rules
between these UOMs so that the system can recalculate item quantities to the base UOM
of the item. For global UOMs, you add conversion rules to the Units of Measure (CS203100)
form. If you specify different UOMs for base, sales, and purchase units for an item on the
Stock Items (IN202500) form, you need to add conversion rules for the sales and purchase
UOMs with respect to the base UOM on this form.
Before you define conversion rules for UOMs, you must make sure that the decimal precision
specified in the Decimal Precision box on the Companies (CS101500) form corresponds to
your organization's rounding policy for the base currency.
In conversion rules, you use the operations of multiplication and division and the conversion
factor, which is a number the system uses to convert one UOM to another UOM. For
example, suppose that your organization purchases bottled lemonade in containers and sells
lemonade by boxes and containers. The base UOM for lemonade is BOTTLE. The BOX UOM
contains 10 bottles. The CONTAINER UOM includes six boxes or 60 bottles. The conversion
rules between these UOMs are listed in the following table.
From Unit

Multiply/Divide

Conversion Factor

To Unit

BOX

Multiply

10

BOTTLE

CONTAINER

Multiply

60

BOTTLE

CONTAINER

Multiply

6

BOX

The conversion rules are not reversible—that is, the system cannot use the rule in the
first row of the table above to recalculate the quantity specified in bottles to the quantity
specified in containers. To convert bottles to boxes and containers, you need to add the
conversion rules listed in the following table.
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From Unit

Multiply/Divide

Conversion Factor

To Unit

BOTTLE

Divide

10

BOX

BOTTLE

Divide

60

CONTAINER

Units of Measure: Implementation Activity
In the following implementation activity, you will learn how to create global units of measure
and conversion rules.
Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are configuring inventory for the
SweetLife company, which produces and sells bottled juice. The company sells juice in 0.5liter and 1-liter bottles. For wholesale customers, the company sells juice in boxes: a box
that contains 12 0.5-liter bottles, and a box that contains 8 1-liter bottles.
Before you can start creating stock items for juice in the system, you need to create the
units of measure and conversion rules that will provide default settings for juice items.
System Preparation
Before you start creating global units of measure, in a new tenant, prepare the company
with the basic settings, as described in the Company Without Branches: General Information.
If you have not configured a company with basic settings and you want to practice
creating units of measure and conversion rules, you can perform the activity in this
topic by using the U100 data set.
Step: Creating Global Units of Measure
You do the following to create global units of measure:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Units of Measure (CS203100) form.
3. Add a unit of measure for a single 0.5-liter bottle as follows:
a. On the toolbar, click Add Row to add a new row to the table.
b. In the From Unit column, type BTL05.
c. In the To Unit column, type BTL05.
d. Leave the default values in the Multiply/Divide and Conversion Factor columns.
e. On the form toolbar, click Save to save your changes.
4. Add a unit of measure for a box of 12 0.5-liter bottles as follows:
a. On the toolbar, click Add Row to add a new line to the table.
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b. In the From Unit column, type BOX12.
c. In the To Unit column, type BOX12.
d. Leave the default values in the Multiply/Divide and Conversion Factor columns.
e. On the form toolbar, click Save to save your changes.
5. Add a rule to convert 0.5-liter bottles to BOX12 boxes as follows:
a. On the toolbar, click Add Row to add a new line to the table.
b. In the From Unit column, type BTL05.
c. In the To Unit column, type BOX12.
d. In the Multiply/Divide column, select Multiply.
e. In the Conversion Factor column, type 12.
f.

On the form toolbar, click Save to save your changes.

6. Add a unit of measure for a 1-liter bottle as follows:
a. On the toolbar, click Add Row to add a new line to the table.
b. In the From Unit column, type BTL1L.
c. In the To Unit column, type BTL1L.
d. Leave the default values in the Multiply/Divide and Conversion Factor columns.
e. On the form toolbar, click Save to save your changes.
7. Add a unit of measure for a box of 8 1-liter bottles as follows:
a. On the toolbar, click Add Row to add a new line to the table.
b. In the From Unit column, type BOX08.
c. In the To Unit column, type BOX08.
d. Leave the default values in the Multiply/Divide and Conversion Factor columns.
e. On the form toolbar, click Save to save your changes.
8. Add a rule to convert 1-liter bottles to BOX08 boxes as follows:
a. On the toolbar, click Add Row to add a new line to the table.
b. In the From Unit column, type BTL1L.
c. In the To Unit column, type BOX08.
d. In the Multiply/Divide column, select Multiply.
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e. In the Conversion Factor column, type 8.
f.

On the form toolbar, click Save to save your changes.

Now that you have created units of measure and conversion rules, you can create availability
calculation rules, as described in Availability Calculation Rules: Implementation Activity. For the full
list of inventory entities to be created, see Preparing Inventory Entities.

Lesson 6: Configuring Availability Calculation Rules
Availability Calculation: General Information
In Acumatica ERP, you can configure the way availability data is calculated in accordance
with your company's policies. You define the availability calculation rules on the Availability
Calculation Rules (IN201500) form. For each item class, on the Item Classes (IN201000) form,
you need to specify the particular availability calculation rule, which defines the availability
calculation options for this item class. (These calculations cannot be overridden for individual
stock items.)
In the following sections, you will read about availability calculation of stock items.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to configure the availability calculation settings that apply
to inventory items.
Applicable Scenarios
You create availability calculation rules in the following cases:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP

•

When you need to add an item class or inventory item with specific availability
calculation settings

Types of Quantities Calculated
Acumatica ERP automatically updates the on-hand quantities of items at warehouses only
when the documents that record inventory transactions have been released. On-hand
quantities usually differ from the quantities that are actually available because documents
may be processed after the actual operations with items have been performed in such cases
as the following:
•

Certain quantities of items may be booked onsales orders that are on hold.

•

Some items may be picked for shipping but not yet shipped.

•

Items may be returned from customers before the corresponding returns are created.

•

Items may be received from vendors before the corresponding receipts are released.
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When you select a stock item in a on an entry form of Acumatica ERP, in the table footer of
the form, you can see the quantities of the item in inventory that are on-hand, available,
available for shipping, and available for issue. The system maintains these quantities
according to the following rules (also displayed on the diagram below):
•

On-hand quantity: This is the on-hand or book quantity of items in inventory. This
quantity is stored in the Acumatica ERP database and updated with every released
inventory transaction.

•

Quantity available for shipping: This estimated quantity is calculated by using the
following formula: the on-hand quantity minus the quantity on issues (IN Issues in
the diagram) that haven't been released yet, minus the quantity allocated for shipping
(SO Allocated), minus the shipped quantity (SO Shipped). Thus, the quantity available
for shipping can be less than the on-hand quantity. The system verifies the quantity
available for shipping every time a new shipment is created.

•

Quantity available for issue: This is an estimated quantity of the items that can be issued
from inventory, which is calculated as the on-hand quantity minus the shipped quantity
(SO Shipped in the diagram). The system checks this quantity to prevent a user from
issuing unavailable stock directly from a warehouse; that is, if the issued quantity of an
inventory issue, a transfer, or an adjustment with a negative quantity is greater than the
quantity available for issue, the document cannot be released.

•

Available quantity: You can configure the way this estimated quantity is calculated
by using availability calculation rules. The available quantity may include anticipated
transactions and therefore may be less than or greater than the on-hand quantity.
Anticipated transactions correspond to the documents and transactions that have
been entered in the system but not yet processed to the end. (In the diagram, these
documents and transactions are indicated by Sum of Deductions, which is subtracted
from the on-hand quantity, and Sum of Additions, which is added to the on-hand
quantity.) In the availability calculation settings of an item class, you specify which
anticipated transactions affect the available quantity. Thus, the available quantity may
include goods on purchase orders (Purchase Orders in the diagram) and exclude the
goods allocated for sales orders (SO Allocated). For details, see Plan Types.
You can use the available quantity as a leading indicator of demand for the automated
inventory replenishment process (see Automated Replenishment). Also, salespersons
might want to consider the available quantity rather than the on-hand quantity when
adding items to sales orders and overselling items to a controlled extent, which might be
dictated by the company's sales policy.

The quantities shown in the following diagram, such as IN Issues, represent plan types that
you can view on the Inventory Allocation Details (IN402000) form. A plan type is an item's
status, which reflects a combination of actions that could affect the item's availability in
stock and that the system will apply to the item during the next processing stage. A plan of
a particular type is related to unreleased documents that contain the item. The availability
calculation rule applied to the item (which is the rule specified for the item class) determines
the combination of plan types that affect the item availability in stock.
Dotted lines around an entry in the diagram indicate plan types that are used to calculate a
particular quantity.
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Figure: Item availability calculation

Plan Types
For each item class, you select an availability calculation rule to define how you want
the system to calculate the available quantities for items of the class. Each availability
calculation rule, which you create on the Availability Calculation Rules (IN201500) form, defines
the plan types that affect the available quantities of items of the class. Documents with the
Released and Posted statuses do not affect calculation of these quantities.
When you configure an availability calculation rule, you select the plan types that increase
the available quantity of items of the class and the plan types that decrease the available
quantity of these items. (Plan types that you do not select will not be included in availability
calculations for items of the class.)
The plan types that correspond to the following documents decrease the available quantity of
a stock item if the plan types are selected for the availability calculation rule selected for the
applicable item class:
•

Inventory issues: The system will deduct the quantities of the item included in issues
from the available quantity of the item. The issues with the On Hold and Balanced
statuses are used for availability calculation.
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The item plan that corresponds to these documents is IN Issues.
•

Prepared sales orders: The system will deduct the quantities of the item included in sales
orders (of the SO, IN, and CS types) with the On Hold, Credit Hold,Pending Approval,
and Rejected statuses from the available quantity of the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is SO Prepared.

•

Sales orders: The system will deduct the quantities of the item included in open sales
orders (of the SO type) from the available quantity of the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is SO Booked.

•

Confirmed shipments and sales orders without shipments: The system will deduct the
quantities of the item included in confirmed shipments and open orders of the CS and IN
types from the available quantity of the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is SO Shipped.

•

Unconfirmed shipments and sales orders with specific allocations: The system will deduct
all of the following quantities from the available quantity of an item:
•

The quantities of the item included in unconfirmed shipments

•

The quantities of the item included in sales orders of the SA type with any status

•

Any specifically allocated (reserved) quantities of the item included in sales orders
of the SO type with the On Hold, Credit Hold,Pending Approval, Rejected, and Open
statuses

The item plan that corresponds to these documents is SO Allocated.
•

Kit assembly documents (for kit items): The system will deduct the quantities of the
item used for kit production (according to unreleased kit assembly documents) from
the available quantity of the item. If items are listed on disassembly documents, their
quantities (with disassembly coefficients taken into account) will be added to the
available quantities.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is Kit Assembly Demand.

•

Back orders: The system will deduct the following from the available quantity of an item:
•

The quantities of the item included in sales orders with the Back Order status

•

The unallocated quantities of the item (those that are unavailable at the specified
warehouses or warehouse locations) included in On Hold, Credit Hold, Rejected,
Pending Approval, and Open sales orders of the SA order type

The item plan that corresponds to these documents is SO Back Ordered.
The plan types that correspond to the following documents increase the available quantity of
a stock item if the plan types are selected for an availability calculation rule selected for the
applicable item class:
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•

Inventory receipts: The system will add the quantities of the item included in unreleased
inventory receipts to the available quantity of the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is IN Receipts.

•

Two-step inventory transfers: The system will add the quantities of the item included
in unreleased incoming two-step inventory transfers (that are not yet received at the
destination warehouses) to the available quantity of the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is In-Transit.

•

Purchase receipts: The system will add the quantities of the item included in unreleased
purchase receipts to the available quantity of the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is PO Receipts.

•

Prepared purchase orders: The system will add the quantities of the item included in
purchase orders with the On Hold or Pending Approval status to the available quantity of
the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is Purchase Prepared.

•

Purchase orders: The system will add the quantities of the item included in open
purchase orders to the available quantity of the item.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is Purchase Orders.

•

Kit assembly documents (for kit items): The system will add the quantities of the kits
assembled and included in the unreleased kit assembly documents to the available
quantity of the item. The quantities of disassembled kits (according to the kit assembly
documents) will be deducted from the quantity available.
The item plan that corresponds to these documents is Kit Assembly Supply.

Availability Calculation Rules: Implementation Activity
In the following implementation activity, you will learn how to create an availability
calculation rule.
Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are configuring inventory for the
SweetLife company, which produces and sells bottled juice. Before adding inventory items to
the system, you need to create item classes for all items and specify availability calculation
policies for each class of items.
Further suppose that for juice, your company does not use kit assemblies and back orders,
so you do not need to deduct these quantities from an available quantity of juice. Also, the
company treats quantities on prepared sales orders (that is, sales orders that are not open
yet) as available quantities. Additionally, your company provides its customers with the
ability to return unused bottles of juice and you regard these bottles as available quantities.
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You will create an availability calculation rule that will reflect this availability calculation
policy.
System Preparation
Before you start creating an availability calculation rule, you perform the following
instructions:
1. In a new tenant, create a company and specify basic settings, as described in Company
Without Branches: General Information.
2. Specify the appropriate inventory settings, as described in Order Management with Inventory
Configuration: Implementation Activity.
If you have not configured a company with basic settings and you want to practice
creating an availability calculation rule, you can perform the activity in this topic by
using the U100 data set.
Step: Creating an Availability Calculation Rule
To create an availability calculation rule that meets the criteria described above, you do the
following:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Availability Calculation Rules (IN201500) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. Specify the following settings:
•

Availability Calculation Rule: JUICE

•

Description: Juice Availability

•

Deduct Qty. on Issues: Selected

•

Deduct Qty. on Sales Prepared: Selected

•

Deduct Qty. on Sales Orders: Selected

•

Deduct Qty. Shipped: Selected

•

Deduct Qty. Allocated: Selected

•

Include Qty. on Sales Returns: Selected

5. Clear all other check boxes.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save to save the availability calculation rule.
Now that you have created the availability calculation rule, you can create any number of
item classes, as described in Item Classes for Stock Items: Implementation Activity. For the full list
of inventory entities to be created, see Preparing Inventory Entities.
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Availability Calculation: Related Report and Inquiry Forms
In the following section, you can find a list of reports and inquiries with information about
availability of stock items.
Viewing Item Availability
You can view item quantities by using the following forms:
•

Inventory Summary (IN401000): You use this form to view detailed information about
inventory items available at warehouses

•

Inventory Allocation Details (IN402000): By using this form, you can view how a selected
inventory item is distributed among warehouses and warehouse locations. You can
also view the on-hand quantity and actual quantity of the inventory item according to
unreleased documents.

Lesson 7: Creating Item Classes for Stock Items
Item Classes for Stock Items: General Information
In Acumatica ERP, you can create item classes on the Item Classes (IN201000) form to group
stock items with similar properties and to provide default settings for new items.
Users specify an item class when they create a new stock item on the Stock Items (IN202500)
form, and the system fills in many values, thus saving users time and increasing the
accuracy of the entered data. Some of these default values can be overridden for individual
items, if needed. The item class is a required setting for a stock item.
In the following sections, you will read about item classes for stock items in Acumatica ERP.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of item classes

•

Create item classes for stock items

Applicable Scenarios
You create item classes in the following cases:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory in Acumatica ERP

•

When your organization is going to sell a new type of goods whose shared settings are
different than those specified in existing item classes
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Information Provided by an Item Class
Each item class created on the Item Classes (IN201000) form can include information about
the following:
•

The default settings that the item class provides to items of the class, most of which you
can change later by using the Stock Items form. For details, see Default Settings for Inventory
Items.

•

The availability calculation rule that applies to the items of the item class, if the item
class groups stock items. For details, see Availability Calculation Rules in an Item Class.

•

The method of demand calculation for the replenishment of items that are grouped by
the item class. For more information, see Automated Replenishment.

•

The configuration of custom attributes that items might have, such as color and size. For
details, see Inventory Item Attributes.

You can specify a default item class for stock items in the Default Stock Item Class box on
the Inventory Preferences (IN101000) form. If you do, the system will copy the settings of the
default item class to newly created stock item classes and stock items. You can override any
of these settings.
Default Settings for Inventory Items
When you select an item class for a stock item you are creating, the system copies the
following default settings from the item class:
•

Item type

•

Valuation method

•

Tax category

•

Posting class

•

Lot/Serial class

•

Default warehouse

•

Units of measure

•

Attributes

•

Replenishment settings

You can plan item classes so that they aggregate as much information as possible about
groups of similar inventory items, including the posting classes. If you configure the item
classes in this way, you may be able to specify a minimum of information for individual
inventory items during manual data entry or import—for example, only Inventory ID,
Description, and Item Class—while the rest of the information will be automatically
populated based on the selected item class.
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Availability Calculation Rules in an Item Class
The system tracks the on-hand quantity of items in inventory and calculates the available
quantities of items, which can be used for inventory planning and replenishment. In the
availability calculation settings, you can include in the available quantity (or exclude from
the available quantity) goods in various stages of the purchasing or sales process. The
availability calculation rule is defined at the item class level and cannot be changed for
particular items. For more information, see Availability Calculation: General Information.

Item Classes for Stock Items: Implementation Activity
In the following implementation activity, you will learn how to create an item class with basic
settings.
Story
Suppose that you, as an implementation manager, are configuring inventory for the
SweetLife company, which produces and sells bottled juice. All juice items will have similar
settings, so you will create an item class to provide these settings to the items (which you
will create later).
System Preparation
Before you start creating an item class for a stock item, perform the following instructions:
1. In a new tenant, create a company and specify its basic settings, as described in
Company Without Branches: General Information.
2. Make sure that the EXEMPT tax category has been created on the Tax Categories
(TX205500) form or create this tax category as described in <Topic>.
3. Specify the appropriate inventory settings, as described in Order Management with Inventory
Configuration: Implementation Activity.
4. Create the JUICE posting class, as described in Posting Classes: Implementation Activity.
5. Create units of measure and conversion rules, as described in Units of Measure:
Implementation Activity.
6. Create the JUICE availability calculation rule, as described in Availability Calculation Rules:
Implementation Activity.
If you have not configured a company with basic settings and you want to practice
creating an item class, you can perform the activity in this topic by using the
U100 data set. If you do this, you should use the FDI posting class and the FOOD
availability calculation rule instead of the JUICE posting class and the JUICE
availability calculation rule.
Step: Creating an Item Class
You create an item class for juices as follows:
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1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Item Classes (IN201000) form.
3. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
4. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Class ID: BOTJUICE

•

Description: Bottled Juice

5. On the General Settings tab, in the General Settings section, specify the following
settings:
•

Stock Item: Selected

•

Item Type: Finished Good

•

Valuation Method: Average

•

Tax Category: EXEMPT

•

Posting Class: JUICE

•

Availability Calculation Rule: JUICE

6. In the Units of Measure section of the tab, in the Base Unit box, select LITER.
7. Make sure that the Divisible Unit to the right of the Base Unit box is selected.
8. On the form toolbar, click Save.
Now that you have created the item class for juice, you can create stock items to which the
item class will be assigned, as described in Stock Items: Implementation Activity. For the full list
of inventory entities to be created, see Preparing Inventory Entities.

Item Classes for Stock Items: Related Reports and
Inquiries
In the following section, you can find information about an inquiry with information about
item classes.
Viewing the List of Stock Items of a Particular Class
If you want to view the list of inventory items of a particular item class, you can use the
Inventory By Item Class (IN408000). On this form, you can also browse the hierarchy of item
classes, select a particular inventory item and view the item class to which it belongs, and
move inventory items between classes (if needed).
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Lesson 8: Creating Stock Items
Stock Items: General Information
Stock items are goods that you either purchase from vendors or manufacture, and then sell
to customers. In Acumatica ERP, you create stock items by using the Stock Items (IN202500)
form, which is available if the Inventory feature is enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.
In the following sections, you can find information about stock items in Acumatica ERP.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Prepare the system for the creation of stock items

•

Create stock items

Applicable Scenarios
You may need to create a stock item in the following cases:
•

When you are initially configuring inventory entities and settings

•

When you are going to sell or purchase new goods that have not been defined in the
system

Item Classes for Stock Items
Before you start creating stock items in the system, you need to create item classes that
group items with similar settings by using the Item Classes (IN201000) form. The system
copies the following settings from an item class when you create a stock item and select this
item class:
•

Item type

•

Valuation method

•

Tax category

•

Posting class

•

Lot/Serial class

•

Default warehouse

•

Units of measure

•

Attributes
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•

Replenishment settings

You can change any of these settings for a particular stock item.
For more information about item classes, see Item Classes for Stock Items: General Information.
Types of Stock Items
When you are creating a stock item on the Stock Items (IN202500) form, you specify an item
type, which is used for informational purposes only. The type can be one of the following:
•

Finished Good: You use this type for finished goods that you sell to customers.

•

Component Part: You can use this type for component items from which intermediate
assemblies and finished goods are produced during kit assembly processes.

•

Subassembly: You can use this type for intermediate assemblies from which finished
goods are produced during kit assembly processes.

Transactions with Stock Items
After you have created stock items in the system and configured their settings, you can
start processing transactions. As you process documents, the system generates the proper
inventory transactions and the corresponding AP and AR documents.
Stock items cannot be manually selected in AR invoices. In AP bills, you can select stock
items; however, the AP documents can be released only after all lines with stock items have
been linked to the corresponding lines of the purchase receipts that have been released.
You cannot delete a stock item in the system if there are any completed transactions
with the item, any unreleased documents that include this item, or any nonzero
quantity of the item at any warehouse location.
Stock Item Tracking
The system automatically tracks stock items and maintains availability data: how many base
units (that is, units in the base unit of measure selected for the particular stock item) are
on hand, how many are ordered from vendors, and how many are booked to sales orders
and shipments. To configure how exactly this availability data is computed you create an
availability calculation rule and specify the rule in the settings of an item class. Availability of
all items of the same class is calculated by using the same rule. (That is, you cannot change
an availability calculation rule for a particular item.) For details, see Availability Calculation:
General Information.
Stock items are also tracked by their cost. Various valuation methods are available for
tracking item costs (for details, see Item Costs and Valuation Methods). Typically, a stock item is
an asset until it is sold; its cost then becomes an expense.
Also, the system automatically monitors when the stock level of the item falls below the
defined minimum and automatically calculates the quantities required to replenish the stock,
based on the demand for the item and the inventory information you have defined for the
stock item. For details, see Automated Replenishment.
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Stock Items: Implementation Activity
In the following implementation activity, you will learn how to create stock items.
The following activity is based on the U100 dataset. If you are using another dataset,
or if any system settings have been changed in U100, these changes can affect the
workflow of the activity and the results of the processing. To avoid any issues, restore
the U100 dataset to its initial state.
Story
Suppose that in Acumatica ERP, you, as an implementation manager, are configuring
inventory for the SweetLife company, which produces and sells bottled juice. The company
sells orange juice in bottles of 0.5 liter and 1 liter. You will create two stock items for these
bottles of orange juice.
System Preparation
Before you start creating stock items, you perform the following instructions:
1. In a new tenant, create a company and specify its basic settings, as described in
Company Without Branches: General Information.
2. Specify the appropriate inventory settings, as described in Order Management with Inventory
Configuration: Implementation Activity.
3. Create the BOTJUICE item class, as described in Item Classes for Stock Items: Implementation
Activity.
If you have not configured a company with basic settings and you want to practice
creating a stock item, you can perform the activity in this topic by using the U100
data set. In this case, you should create the ORJUICE stock item instead of the two
stock items mentioned in the activity and use the JAM item class instead of the
BOTJUICE item class.
Step: Creating Stock Items
To create the stock items for both bottles of orange juice, do the following:
1. Sign in to the company you have prepared with the admin login.
2. Open the Stock Items (IN202500) form.
3. Do the following to create a stock item for the smaller bottle of orange juice:
a. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
b. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Inventory ID: ORJUICE05

•

Item Status: Active
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•

Description: Orange juice in bottles of 0.5L

c. On the General Settings tab, do the following:
1. In the Item Class box, select BOTJUICE.
2. In the Base Unit box, select BTL05.
3. Make sure that the Divisible Unit to the right of the Base Unit box is selected.
4. Make sure that the following settings have been copied from the item class: the
item type, the valuation method, the tax category, and the posting class.
d. On the GL Accounts tab, make sure that the accounts have been copied from the
JUICE posting class.
e. On the form toolbar, click Save to save this item.
4. Do the following to create a stock item for the larger bottle of juice:
a. On the form toolbar, click Add New Record.
b. In the Summary area, specify the following settings:
•

Inventory ID: ORJUICE1L

•

Item Status: Active

•

Description: Orange juice in bottles of 1L

c. On the General Settings tab, do the following:
1. In the Item Class box, select BOTJUICE.
2. In the Base Unit box, select BTL1L.
3. Make sure that the Divisible Unit to the right of the Base Unit box is selected.
4. Make sure that the following settings have been copied from the item class: the
item type, the valuation method, the tax category, and the posting class.
d. On the GL Accounts tab, make sure that accounts have been copied from the JUICE
posting class.
e. On the form toolbar, click Save.
Now that you have created the stock items for orange juice, you can include the juice bottles
in documents.

Stock Items: Report and Inquiry Forms
In the following sections, you can find details about report and inquiry forms that provide
users with information about stock items.
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Viewing Stock Item Details
You can find details about stock items in the system in either of the following ways:
•

If you want to view the list of items in a particular warehouse or warehouse location, you
use the Storage Summary (IN409010) form.

•

If you want to view information about a particular stock item—such as warehouse,
location, and availability details—you use the Inventory Summary (IN401000) form.

Viewing the List of Stock Items of a Particular Class
If you want to view the list of inventory items of a particular item class, you can use the
Inventory By Item Class (IN408000) form. On this form, you can move inventory items between
classes.
Reviewing Inventory Balances
If you want to view the current quantities of particular inventory items or of items of a
particular class, you can use the Inventory Balance (IN615000) report.
If you want to analyze item quantities for a particular period, you can use the Historical
Inventory Balance (IN616000) report.
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Part 3: Basic Sales and Purchase Processes
For completing lessons of this part of the course, you will use a company with the U100
dataset preloaded, which provides a fully configured company with sample data specially
designed for this course. Lessons of this part are independent: you can complete lesson
activities in any order.
Activities in this part are to be completed under user accounts with specific access rights.
Each activity provides the credentials to use for sign in to the prepared U100 tenant in the
System Preparation section.

Company Story
This topic explains the organizational structure and operational activity of the company with
which you will work during this training.
Company Structure
The SweetLife Fruits & Jams company is a midsize company located in New York City. The
company consists of the following branches:
•

SweetLife Head Office and Wholesale Center: This branch of the company consists of
a jam factory and a large warehouse where the company stores fruit (purchased from
wholesale vendors) and the jam it produces.

•

SweetLife Store: This branch has a retail shop with a small warehouse to which the
goods to be sold are distributed from the company's main warehouse.

•

Service and Equipment Sales Center: This branch is a service center with a small
warehouse where juicers are stored. This branch sells juicers, installs juicers, trains
customers' employees to operate juicers, and provides juicer servicing.

Operational Activity
The company has been operating starting in the 01-2019 financial period. In November
2019, the company started using Acumatica ERP as an ERP and CRM system and migrated
all data of the main office and retail store to Acumatica ERP. Because the company has
grown, the equipment center has begun its operations in 01-2020.
Company Purchases
The company purchases fruits and spices from large fruit vendors for sale and for jam
production. For producing jams and packing jams and fruits, the company purchases jars,
labels, and paper bags from various vendors. For the internal needs of the main office and
store, the company purchases stationery (printing paper, pens, and pencils), computers,
and computer accessories from various vendors. The company also purchases juicers for
sale from a large juicer vendor and either purchases the installation service for the juicers or
provides the installation service on its own, depending on the complexity of the installation.
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Company Sales and Services
Each company's branch has its own business processes, as follows:
•

SweetLife Head Office and Wholesale Center: In this branch, jams and fruit are sold to
wholesale customers, such as restaurants and cafés. The company also conducts home
canning training at the customer's location and webinars on the company's website.

•

SweetLife Store: In the store, small retail customers purchase fresh fruit, berries, and
jams, or pick up the goods they have ordered on the website. Some of the goods listed
in the website catalog are not stored in the retail warehouse, such as tropical fruits
(which are purchased on demand) and tea (which is drop-shipped from a third-party
vendor).

•

Service and Equipment Sales Center: This branch sells juicers, provides training on
equipment use, and offers equipment installation, including site review and maintenance
services.

Reviewing Interaction of Inventory and Order
Management with Financials
To support financial accounting processes, maintain data consistency during the sales and
purchase operations, track items' costs, the inventory and order management is tightly
integrated with financials. The system also provides instant access to accurate inventory
allocation information and notifies the user if the item quantity specified in an order is
currently not available.
The following diagram illustrates the general workflow of sales and purchase processes
performed in Acumatica ERP, the documents that are produced, and interaction between
inventory, order management and financials during the order fulfillment processes.
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Purchase process (shown in the diagram above) generally starts with creating a purchase
order and includes creation and processing of the following documents:
1. Creating a purchase order. A purchase order itself does not produce general ledger
transactions.
2. Creating a purchase receipt for a purchase order to record receiving of items to
inventory. On release of a purchase receipt, the inventory receipt is created to increase
the item quantity in the inventory.
3. Creating an AP bill to adjust the vendor's balance in the system.
4. On release of the inventory receipt and AP bill, the batches of transactions are generated
and posted to general ledger to update the account balances.
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Sales process (shown in the diagram above) generally starts with creating a sales order and
includes creation and processing of the following documents:
1. Creating a sales order. A sales order itself does not produce general ledger transactions.
2. Creating a shipment document to record shipping the items to customer.
3. Creating an SO invoice to adjust customer's balance in the system. On release of the SO
invoice, the inventory issue is created to decrease the item quantity in the inventory.
4. On release of the inventory issue and SO invoice, the batches of transactions are
generated and posted to general ledger to update the account balances.

Lesson 9: Processing Standard Inventory Purchases
Standard Inventory Purchases: General Information
In Acumatica ERP, you can process standard inventory purchases: purchases in which the
bills are generated after the ordered goods and services have been received into inventory
from the vendors.
Learning Objectives
You will learn how to do the following:
•

Create a purchase order with stock items

•

Prepare a purchase receipt for an existing purchase order

•

Release a purchase receipt

•

Enter the accounts payable bill for the receipt

•

Process the purchase order and the related inventory documents and accounts payable
documents

Applicable Scenarios
You process a purchase order if you need to record a purchase of stock items with item
quantities updated in inventory and to prepare a bill for the purchased goods to the vendor
of the goods. The standard purchase process typically includes entering a purchase order,
processing the purchase receipt when the purchased items are received to inventory, and
prepare a bill to the vendor.
Standard Purchase Process
In general, the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form is the starting point for creating a purchase
order. In Acumatica ERP, for processing standard purchases of inventory items, purchase
orders of the Normal type are used.
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In a new purchase order created on the Purchase Orders form, you should first select the
vendor. Then on the Document Details tab, you list the stock items to be purchased from
the vendor. You can add stock items by clicking the Add Item button on the table toolbar
of the Document Details tab and selecting from only the vendor's items or from the
entire list of stock items. Once the purchased items have been received to inventory, you
need to create a purchase receipt (or multiple partial receipts). When a purchase receipt
is released, the system automatically generates a corresponding inventory receipt, with
the date and posting period of the purchase receipt, to update the inventory on hand with
the quantity and cost of the received goods. On release of the inventory receipt, a batch
of GL transactions is generated to update account balances in the general ledger. If all the
lines in the purchase order have been received in full, the system assigns the purchase
order the Completed status. Then you need to create a bill to increase the vendor's balance
in the system with amount to be paid for received goods. If all the lines in the purchase
order have been billed in full, the system assigns the purchase order the Closed status. For
more information on the rules that affect line closing and completion, see Stock Item Lines in
Purchase Orders.
Workflow of a Standard Inventory Purchase
The following diagram represents the general workflow of the processing of a purchase order
in Acumatica ERP, in which a purchase receipt is processed before the bill is generated.
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Standard Inventory Purchases: Process Activity
The following activity will walk you through the process of preparing and processing to
completion a purchase order with items received to inventory before the vendor is billed.
The following activity is based on the U100 dataset. If you are using another dataset,
or if any system settings have been changed in U100, these changes can affect the
workflow of the activity and the results of the processing. To avoid any issues, restore
the U100 dataset to its initial state.
Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the purchasing manager purchases fruits (100 pounds of
apples, 200 pounds of oranges, and 50 pounds of lemons) from the Glory Fruit Case vendor.
The purchased fruits are to be delivered to the main office's warehouse. As the purchasing
manager, you need to enter and process a purchase order, process a purchase receipt, and
create a bill that should be paid to the vendor for the received fruits.
Configuration Overview
For the purposes of this lesson, the Inventory feature, which provides the ability to create
purchase orders that include stock items, has been enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.
On the Vendors (AP303000) form, the GLORYFRUIT (Glory Fruit Case) vendor has been
configured.
On the Stock Items (IN202500) form, the APPLES, LEMONS, and ORANGES stock items have
been configured.
Process Overview
In the standard purchasing process, you create a purchase order on the Purchase Orders
(PO301000) form and add the purchased items to it. When the items have been received, on
the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, you create a purchase receipt for the ordered items.
On release of the purchase receipt, the system automatically generates an inventory receipt
to reflect the receipt of the items in inventory. Then on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000)
form, you create an accounts payable bill to the vendor.
System Preparation
Do the following:
1. Launch the Acumatica ERP website, and sign in to a company with the U100 dataset
preloaded. To sign in as a sales and purchasing manager, use the wiley login and the 123
password.
2. In the info area, in the upper-right corner of the top pane of the Acumatica ERP screen,
make sure that the business date in your system is set to 1/30/2020. If a different
date is displayed, click the Business Date menu button, and select 1/30/2020 from the
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calendar. For simplicity, in this activity, you will create and process all documents in the
system on this business date.
3. On the company and branch selection menu, on the top pane of the Acumatica ERP
screen, make sure the SweetLife Head Office and Wholesale Center branch is selected.
Step 1: Creating a Purchase Order
To create a purchase order, do the following:
1. On the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form, create a purchase order with the following
settings:
•

Type: Normal

•

Vendor: GLORYFRUIT

•

Date: 1/30/2020

•

Promised On: 1/30/2020

•

Description: Purchase of fruits

2. On the Document Details tab, add rows with the following settings:
•

Branch: HEADOFFICE, Inventory ID: APPLES, Warehouse: WHOLESALE, Order
Qty.: 100, Unit Cost: 2.29

•

Branch: HEADOFFICE, Inventory ID: LEMONS, Warehouse: WHOLESALE, Order
Qty.: 50, Unit Cost: 2.59

•

Branch: HEADOFFICE, Inventory ID: ORANGES, Warehouse: WHOLESALE, Order
Qty.: 200, Unit Cost: 1.85

3. In the Summary area, clear the Hold check box so you can continue processing the
purchase order.
4. Click Save on the form toolbar to save the purchase order, which has the Open status.
Step 2: Processing the Purchase Receipt
Create the purchase receipt for the purchase order as follows:
1. On the form toolbar of the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form while you are still viewing
the purchase order, click Actions > Enter PO Receipt. The system prepares the
purchase receipt for the selected purchase order and opens it on the Purchase Receipts
(PO302000) form.
2. Click Save on the form toolbar, and review the details of the prepared purchase receipt.
Make sure the Create Bill check box is cleared in the Summary area. (In the next step,
you will prepare the bill manually.)
3. On the form toolbar, click Release.
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4. On the Other Information tab, click the IN Ref. Nbr. link, and review the details of the
generated inventory receipt, which the system opens on the Receipts (IN301000) form.
Make sure the inventory receipt has the Released status.
5. Run the Inventory Valuation (IN615500) report with the following parameters (leave the
default settings for the other parameters), and review the report:
•

Warehouse: WHOLESALE

•

Report Format: Summary

Make sure the report reflects that the purchased items have been received to the
warehouse and are available.
Step 3: Processing the AP Bill
Do the following to process the AP bill:
1. Return to the purchase receipt that you have processed earlier in this activity on the
Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, and on the form toolbar, click Actions > Enter
AP Bill. The system generates an accounts payable bill to the vendor of the goods and
shows the created document on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form.
2. In the Description box, enter Purchase of apples, lemons, and oranges.
3. Clear the Hold check box in the Summary area, and click Release on the form toolbar
to release the bill.
4. Return to the purchase order to GLORYFRUIT on the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form,
and review its details. Notice that the order now has a status of Closed, as shown in the
screenshot below. On the PO History tab, notice that the information about purchase
receipt and accounts payable bill that were prepared for the order is displayed. According
to this information, the purchased items have been received to inventory and billed in
full, so the purchasing process is completed.

Figure: Purchase order processed to completion
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Standard Inventory Purchases: Related Report and Inquiry
Forms
In the following sections, you can find details about the reports and inquiry forms you may
want to review to gather information about the purchases of stock items that have been
processed or are being processed in the system.
If you do not see a particular report or form that is described, you may have signed
in to the system with a user account that does not have access rights to the report or
form. Contact your system administrator to obtain access to any needed reports or
forms.
Reviewing Purchase Order Information
If you need to review all information related to a purchase order—including the order
total, open quantities, unbilled quantities and amounts, and related purchase receipts and
accounts payable bills with their dates, amounts, and current statuses—you first open the
particular purchase order on the Purchase Orders (PO301010) form. Then on the form toolbar,
you click Reports > View Purchase Order Receipt and Billing History to open the
Purchase Order Receipt and Billing History (PO643000) report for this purchase order.
Finding the Purchase Receipts Related to a Purchase Order
If you need to find a purchase receipt linked to a particular purchase order, you can open
the purchase order on the Purchase Orders (PO301010) form and review the PO History
tab. The left table on this tab lists all the purchase receipts that have been prepared for
the order, and the table footer shows the summary information for all listed documents. To
review the details of a listed purchase receipt, you click its reference number in the Receipt
Nbr. column; the system opens the purchase receipt for review on the Purchase Receipts
(PO302000) form.
Finding the Bills Related to a Purchase Order
If you need to find an accounts payable bill linked to a particular purchase order, you
can open the purchase order on the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form and review the PO
History tab. The right table on this tab lists all the accounts payable documents that have
been prepared for the order, and the table footer shows the summary information for all
listed documents. To review the details of a listed bill, you click its reference number in the
Reference Nbr. column; the system opens the accounts payable bill for review on the Bills
and Adjustments (AP302000) form.
Reviewing the Unbilled Quantities of a Purchase Order
To check whether a purchase order has quantities of items and amounts that have not yet
been billed, you can review the Unbilled Quantity and Unbilled Amount boxes on the
Other Information tab of the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form.
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Printing a Purchase Order
To prepare a printable version of the purchase order that is being processed, you use
the Purchase Order (PO641000) report. While you are viewing a purchase order on the
Purchase Orders (PO301000) form, you can print the purchase order by clicking Reports >
Print Purchase Order on the form toolbar. The system opens the printable version of the
document on the Purchase Order report; then you can review the order and print it by clicking
Print on the report toolbar.

Standard Inventory Purchases: Mass-Processing of
Documents
The following sections explain how to mass-process purchase orders and related documents,
and how the system generates, changes, or works with documents as a result of the mass
processing.
Mass-Releasing Purchase Receipts
You can release multiple purchase receipts at the same time by using the Release Purchase
Receipts (PO501000) form. On this form, you select the unlabeled check boxes in the rows to
be processed, and click Process on the form toolbar to release the selected documents.
Printing and Emailing Multiple Purchase Orders
If needed, you can print or email multiple purchase orders at the same time by using
the Print/Email Purchase Orders (PO503000) form. To do this for multiple purchase orders
simultaneously, you select the Print Purchase Order or Email Purchase Order action, select
the unlabeled check boxes for the rows to be processed, and click Process on the form
toolbar to process the selected documents.
Consolidating Purchase Orders or Lines into a Single Purchase Receipt
Instead of preparing an individual purchase receipt for each purchase order, you can add
multiple purchase orders of one vendor to a single purchase receipt; you can also add
individual lines of one purchase order or multiple purchase orders. To do this, you create
a new purchase receipt of the Receipt type manually on the Purchase Receipts (PO302000)
form; you then click Add PO on the table toolbar of the Document Details tab and add the
lines of multiple purchase orders with the same vendor to the purchase receipt. If you click
Add PO Line on the table toolbar, you can add purchase receipt lines.
Consolidating Purchase Receipts or Lines into a Single Bill
Instead of preparing an individual accounts payable bill for each purchase receipt, you can
add multiple purchase receipts of one vendor to a single bill; you can also add individual
lines of one purchase receipt or multiple purchase receipts. To do this, you create a new
accounts payable bill manually on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form and make sure
that the Tax Settings option is selected in the Tax Calculation Mode box on the Financial
Details tab. You then click Add PO Receipt on the table toolbar of the Document Details
tab and add the lines of multiple purchase receipts with the same vendor to the bill. If you
click Add PO Receipt Line on the table toolbar, you can add purchase receipt lines.
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Lesson 10: Processing Purchase Returns at Original
Cost
Purchase Returns at the Original Cost: General Information
In Acumatica ERP, you can process vendor returns if any purchased items need to be
returned to the vendor for some reason.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Create a purchase return document

•

Specify the items to be returned and define at which cost the items will be issued from
inventory

•

Process the purchase return and the related inventory and accounts payable documents

Applicable Scenarios
In most cases, the purchasing process is completed when your company receives the goods
and the corresponding accounts payable bill is released to adjust your outstanding balance
with the vendor. In some cases, however, items are delivered in an unsatisfactory condition
or shipped by mistake should be returned to the vendor for replacement or reimbursement.
A vendor return can also occur when services were not rendered or were provided partially
and your company should be reimbursed.
The standard purchase return process includes the creation of a purchase return document,
the specification of the returned items and their quantities, the issuing of the returned item
from inventory, and the adjustment to the outstanding vendor balance in the system in the
returned amount.
Processing of a Purchase Return
In general, the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form is the starting point for creating a
purchase return, which is a document of the Return type that includes a line for each item
being returned.
You can create a purchase return from the applicable purchase receipt, whether or not it is
linked to a purchase order. To do this, you open the purchase receipt, select the unlabeled
check boxes on the Document Details tab for the lines of the items to be returned, and
click Return on the form toolbar. The system copies the relevant information from the
purchase receipt to a new purchase return on the form. In the copied line or lines, you must
specify the quantity of items to be returned in the Receipt Qty. column and a reason code
of the Vendor Return usage type in the Reason Code column. By default, the system inserts
the reason code that is selected in the PO Return Reason Code box on the Purchase Orders
Preferences (PO101000) form.
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As an alternative to creating a purchase return from a purchase receipt, you can
create a new purchase return manually on the Purchase Receipts form and add any
number of purchase receipts or purchase receipt lines to it by clicking Add PR or Add
PR Line on the table toolbar of the Document Details tab.
You can process returns for purchase receipt lines with both stock and non-stock items. For
each item, you must specify the warehouse (and warehouse location, if applicable) from
which the items will be issued to be sent back to the vendor. For stock items with lot or serial
numbers, you have to click Allocations on the table toolbar of the Document Details tab
and specify the particular lot or serial numbers for the units being returned.
For purchase return lines that are linked to a purchase order, you can select the Open PO
Line check box on the Document Details tab to specify that the system should change the
status of the related purchase order to Open on release of the return (if you expect receiving
of replacement items for the order and thus want to keep the purchase order open). If the
Open PO Line check box is cleared, the related purchase order remains closed.
After you have specified the purchase return details, you define at which cost the items will
be issued from inventory, by selecting or clearing the Process Return with Original Cost
check box. If the check box is selected, the items are issued from inventory at exactly the
same cost at which the items were purchased. If the check box is cleared, the items are
issued at the cost calculated by the system according to the items' valuation methods.
After you have prepared a purchase return document, you need to process issuing of items
from inventory and adjust the vendor's balance in the system for the amount of returned
items. On release of a purchase return, the inventory issue is generated automatically and
can be viewed on the Issues (IN302000) form. On release of this issue, the quantities of
returned items are deducted from the item quantities available at the specified warehouse. If
the purchase receipt for which the return was created is linked to a purchase order, then on
the Document Details tab of the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form for the purchase order,
the applicable values in the Qty. On Receipts column are decreased by the quantity of the
listed item that is returned. Also, on release of the purchase return, the accounts payable
debit adjustment is generated automatically if the Create Bill check box is selected for
the purchase return on the Purchase Receipts form. The generated debit adjustment can be
viewed on the Bills and Adjustments (AP301000) form
The further processing of a purchase return depends on the agreement between your
company and the vendor. You can complete the processing of the return by processing a
vendor refund or by receiving replacement items for the original purchase order.
Workflow of a Purchase Return
For purchase return documents, the typical processing involves the actions and generated
documents shown in the following diagram.
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Purchase Returns at the Original Cost: Process Activity
In this activity, you will learn how to process a return of stock items from your company's
inventory to the vendor at the items' original cost.
The following activity is based on the U100 dataset. If you are using another dataset,
or if any system settings have been changed in U100, these changes can affect the
workflow of the activity and the results of the processing. To avoid any issues, restore
the U100 dataset to its initial state.
Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the SweetLife purchasing manager notices that three
packs of paper that were purchased and delivered on January 29, 2020 have been damaged
during shipping. The purchasing manager has decided to return these packs to the Spectra
Stationery Office vendor without requesting a replacement. You, acting as the purchasing
manager, need to create and process a purchase return of the damaged items at the items'
original cost.
Configuration Overview
For the purposes of this lesson, the Inventory feature, which provides the ability to create
purchase orders that include stock items, has been enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.
On the Vendors (AP303000) form, the STATOFFICE (Spectra Stationery Office) vendor is
configured.
On the Stock Items (IN202500) form, the PAPER, PEN, and PENCIL stock items are
configured.
On the Purchase Orders Preferences (PO101000) form, the Process Return with Original
Cost check box has been selected. The state of this check box is copied by default to each
purchase return that is created; when the check box is selected, the system processes the
return of items at the cost specified in the original receipt.
Additionally, the purchase documents for which you will process a return have been created
and processed in the system.
Process Overview
A purchase return document, which represents a vendor return in the system, is prepared
based on the applicable purchase receipt. To create a purchase return, you open the
purchase receipt on the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, and on the Document Details
tab, you select (by selecting the unlabeled check boxes) the lines of all items that need to
be returned. Then on the form toolbar, you click Return; on the same form, the system
copies the relevant information to a new document of the Return type that includes the lines
selected for return.
Before you process the prepared purchase return further, on the Document Details tab
of the Purchase Receipts form, you can correct the quantities to be returned (if you need to
return only part of the purchased items) and the reason code for the line (if it is different
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than the default reason code inserted by the system). In the Summary area, you specify
that the items should be issued from inventory at the cost at which they were purchased by
selecting the Process Return with Original Cost check box. You then release the purchase
return and review the related documents to make sure the return has been processed fully
in the system.
System Preparation
Do the following:
1. Launch the Acumatica ERP website, and sign in to a company with the U100 dataset
preloaded. To sign in as a purchasing manager, use the wiley login and the 123
password.
2. In the info area, in the upper-right corner of the top pane of the Acumatica ERP screen,
make sure that the business date in your system is set to 1/30/2020. If a different
date is displayed, click the Business Date menu button, and select 1/30/2020 from the
calendar. For simplicity, in this activity, you will create and process all documents in the
system during this business date.
3. On the company and branch selection menu, on the top pane of the Acumatica ERP
screen, make sure the SweetLife Head Office and Wholesale Center branch is selected.
Step 1: Creating a Purchase Return from the Related Purchase Receipt
The easiest way to create a purchase return is to start from the purchase receipt in which
you received the items to be returned. You create the purchase return from the purchase
receipt as follows:
1. On the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, open the purchase receipt to STATOFFICE
dated 1/29/2020.
2. On the Document Details tab, select the unlabeled check box in the line of the
purchase receipt with the PAPER item.
3. On the form toolbar, click Return to create a purchase return that corresponds to the
purchase receipt and includes the selected line. The system creates a document with the
Return type that corresponds to the purchase receipt and opens it on the same form.
Step 2: Specifying the Settings of the Return
Do the following to define the specific settings of the return document:
1. While you are still viewing the purchase return that was created on the Purchase Receipts
(PO302000) form, in the Summary area, make sure that 1/30/2020 is specified as the
Date.
2. Make sure the Process Return with Original Cost check box is selected. With this
check box selected, the items will be issued from inventory at exactly the same cost at
which they were purchased.
3. Select the Create Bill check box so that the system generates a debit adjustment
automatically on release of the purchase return.
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4. In the only return line on the Document Details tab, change the Receipt Qty. to 3
(which is the quantity of items to be returned).
5. In the line, clear the Open PO Line check box to indicate that no replacement is needed
for returned items.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save to save the purchase return, which has the Balanced
status and can thus be released.
Step 3: Releasing the Purchase Return
Do the following to release the purchase return and to review how the return of items is
processed in the system:
1. While you are still viewing the purchase return on the Purchase Receipts (PO302000)
form, click Release on the form toolbar to release it.
2. On the Billing History tab, review the information about the debit adjustment that
was prepared, and make sure that it now has a status of Open (indicating that it was
released).
3. On the Other Information tab, click the IN Ref. Nbr. link, and review the inventory
issue, which is opened on the Issues (IN302000) form. Make sure the issue has a status
of Released.
4. On the Purchase Orders (PO301000) form, open the purchase order to STATOFFICE for
which the return was processed.
5. On the Document Details tab, in the Qty. on Receipts column, notice that received
quantity in the PAPER line has been decreased by the returned quantity and is now 17.
6. On the PO History tab, review the documents related to the purchase order, as shown in
the screenshot below. The left table shows the purchase receipt and purchase return; the
right table shows the bill and the debit adjustment. In the line with the debit adjustment,
notice the zero purchase price variance amount in the PPV Amount column, which
means that the items were returned at the cost at which they were purchased.

Figure: Documents related to the purchase order
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Self-Test Exercise
For the same purchase order, process a purchase return of 3 PAPER items with the Process
Return with Original Cost check box cleared, and review the generated documents and
the cost at which the items are issued from inventory.

Purchase Returns at the Original Cost: Generated
Transactions
The costs of items purchased from vendors may change over time, so the correct costs must
be reflected on the purchase return document. To specify that items to be returned should
be issued from inventory at exactly the same cost at which the items were purchased, you
need to select the Process Return with Original Cost check box in the Summary area of
the purchase return document on the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form.
On release of the purchase return, the system prepares an inventory issue document
to update inventory, which you can review on the Issues (IN302000) form, and a debit
adjustment to decrease the vendor balance in the system, which you can review on the Bills
and Adjustments (AP301000) form.
Rules of Original Cost Calculation
In the general ledger transactions that are posted during the processing of a purchase
return, the posted amount is the original cost of the item multiplied by the returned quantity.
The original cost for stock items is defined depending on the valuation method specified for
each item in the Valuation Method box on the General Settings tab of the Stock Items
(IN202500) form:
•

For items with the FIFO valuation method, the system uses the average cost of the cost
layer that corresponds to the purchase receipt for which the return is processed.

•

For items with the average, specific, and standard valuation methods, the system uses
the cost specified in the line of the original inventory receipt or purchase receipt.

For any of the valuation methods, the cost adjustments, such as landed costs or purchase
price variance, are not included in the original cost. For more information on how the system
calculates items' costs depending on valuation methods, see Item Costs and Valuation Methods.
Transactions Generated for a Return of Stock Items
Once the purchase return of a stock item at original cost is released on the Purchase Receipts
(PO302000) form, the system automatically generates a corresponding inventory issue and
releases it immediately; when the inventory issue is released, the availability data for the
stock item or items in inventory is updated. For each line with a stock item being returned,
the following general ledger transactions are generated on release of the corresponding
inventory issue.
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Account

Source of Account

Debit

Credit

PO Accrual account Original purchase
order line

Amount = Original Cost *
Qty.

0.0

Inventory account

0.0

Amount

Posting class

The processing of a purchase return also includes the processing of the debit adjustment
that is generated when the purchase return is released. On release of the debit adjustment,
the following general ledger transactions are generated for each line with a stock item being
returned.
Account

Source of Account

Debit

Credit

Accounts Payable
account

Vendor

Amount = Original Cost *
Qty.

0.0

0.0

Amount

PO Accrual account Original purchase
order line

Transactions Generated for a Return of Non-Stock Items
On the Purchase Receipts (PO302000) form, you can process a purchase return of non-stock
items requiring receipt (lines with the Non-Stock line type specified on the Document
Details tab). Purchase return lines of this type are added to the inventory issue generated
on the release of the purchase return. For a line with a non-stock item, the following general
ledger transactions are generated on release of the inventory issue corresponding to the
purchase return.
Account

Source of Account

Debit

Credit

PO Accrual account Original purchase
order line

Amount = Original Cost *
Qty.

0.0

Expense account

0.0

Amount

Purchase return
line

On release of the debit adjustment that is generated when the purchase return is released,
the following general ledger transactions are generated.
Account

Source of Account

Debit

Credit

Accounts Payable
account

Vendor

Amount = Original Cost *
Qty.

0.0

0.0

Amount

PO Accrual account Original purchase
order line
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Lesson 11: Processing Sales of Stock Items
Sales of Stock Items: General Information
In a typical distribution organization, a customer order may be taken over the phone or
received by email. In Acumatica ERP, you can process a sale of stock items by creating and
processing a corresponding sales order. A sales order represents a customer request to buy
particular goods in a specified quantity on a specified date.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Create a sales order with stock items

•

Create the shipment for a sales order

•

Confirm the shipment

•

Create the invoice for a sales order

•

Process the SO invoice and the related inventory and accounts payable documents

Applicable Scenarios
You process a sales order if you need to record the sale of stock items with shipping the
items to customer, updating item quantities in inventory, and preparing an invoice to the
customer for the sold goods.
Sale of Stock Items with Automatic or Manual Allocation
The standard sales process typically includes entering a sales order, processing a shipment
of the items with items being issued from inventory, and preparing the related invoice to
customer. In Acumatica ERP, to process a sale that requires the items to be shipped before
an invoice can be prepared, you can use a sales order of the SO or SA type on the Sales
Orders (SO301000) form. Consider the following points as you decide which of the order
types to use:
•

For a new order of the SO type, the items are not reserved in inventory automatically.
You can manually allocate (reserve) the requested quantity for a specific stock item
or multiple items if this is required by your company policies or was requested by the
customer. Also, you may want to reserve a line item if the item is available but the
quantity required for the order line is distributed between different warehouses and any
transfers are required.

•

When you save a new order of the SA type, the system automatically reserves the
requested quantities of stock items for this order (or the available part, if only part
of requested quantity is available for any item). If the ordered quantity cannot be
fully allocated at the specified location or warehouse, you can manually allocate the
unavailable quantity in other warehouses or locations. If you prepare a shipment for
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an SA order that has an unallocated quantity, the order will be shipped partially even
if the ordered quantities are available for shipping at another warehouse or warehouse
location but were not allocated for this particular order. For information on processing
back orders, see Back Ordering and Replanning Back Orders.
On the Document Details tab of the Sales Orders form, you can view the allocation for
each sales order line and change it, if needed, by clicking a line and clicking Allocations
on the table toolbar. The quantities of the items that have been allocated for the order
(automatically or manually) cannot be shipped for another order.
The way the order will be fulfilled depends on the item availability and on the shipping rules
specified for the order and for the sales order lines on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form.
These shipping rules determine whether the goods in the sales order should be shipped
only in full, partial shipments for the available quantities are allowed with the remainder
canceled, or partial shipments are allowed with the remainder on back order. For detailed
information, see Shipping Rule Combinations. On the Shipments (SO302000) form, you can
review the details of a shipment document prepared for an order; then you can confirm the
shipment of items.
After you have prepared and confirmed the shipment or shipments related to the sales order,
you need to bill the customer for the shipped items by preparing an SO invoice, which is a
financial document in the system that contains links to the applicable shipments and sales
orders. You can review the prepared SO invoice on the Invoices (SO303000) form; then
you can release it. When the SO invoice is released, the system automatically generates
a corresponding inventory issue for the shipped items with the date and posting period
of the invoice. Also, when the SO invoice is released, the system creates and releases a
corresponding AR invoice, which you can view on the Invoices and Memos (AR301000) form.
An AR invoice is a financial document that is similar to the SO invoice but does not contain
the links to the applicable shipments and sales orders. The system assigns the same
reference number to the SO invoice and the related AR invoice and prints this number
in the customer statement; thus, these invoices appear to be a single document from
the customer's perspective. Both of these documents contain the link to the batch of the
general ledger transactions that was generated when the AR invoice was released. For more
information on processing accounts receivable invoices, see Processing AR Invoices.
Workflow of a Sale of Stock Items
For a sales order of the SO or SA type that includes stock items, the typical processing
involves the actions and generated documents shown in the following diagram.
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Sales of Stock Items: Process Activity
The following activity will walk you through the process of preparing and processing (to
completion) a sales order with manual allocation of stock items.
The following activity is based on the U100 dataset. If you are using another dataset,
or if any system settings have been changed in U100, these changes can affect the
workflow of the activity and the results of the processing. To avoid any issues, restore
the U100 dataset to its initial state.
Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the GoodFood One Restaurant wholesale customer has
ordered a large amount of orange and apple jams in 96-ounce jars from the main office
of SweetLife, where you are employed, for the café's baking needs. The ordered jams are
stored in the warehouse of SweetLife’s main office. You, as a sales manager, need to enter
and process the appropriate documents.
Configuration Overview
For the purposes of this lesson, the Inventory feature, which provides the ability to create
purchase orders that include stock items, has been enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.
On the Order Types (SO201000) form, the SO order type has been configured and activated.
On the Customers (AR303000) form, the GOODFOOD (GoodFood One Restaurant) customer
has been configured.
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On the Stock Items (IN202500) form, the APJAM96 and ORJAM96 stock items have been
configured. In the WHOLESALE warehouse, which has been configured on the Warehouses
(IN204000) form, sufficient quantities of the APJAM96 and ORJAM96 items are on hand.
Process Overview
To perform a sale of stock items with manual allocation, you create a sales order on the
Sales Orders (SO301000) form, select the customer to which the items are being sold,
add items to the order, and reserve the items in inventory. Then you create a shipment
document on the Shipments (SO302000) form. On this form, you confirm the settings that
the system has inserted automatically based on the sales order, and then confirm the
shipment. After shipment confirmation, you use the Invoices (SO303000) form to prepare a
corresponding invoice to the customer and release it.
System Preparation
Do the following:
1. Launch the Acumatica ERP website, and sign in to a company with the U100 dataset
preloaded. To sign in as a sales manager, use the norman login and the 123 password.
2. In the info area, in the upper-right corner of the top pane of the Acumatica ERP screen,
make sure that the business date in your system is set to 1/30/2020. If a different date
is displayed, click the Business Date menu button, and select 1/30/2020 on the calendar.
For simplicity, in this activity, you will create and process all documents in the system on
this business date.
Step 1: Entering a Sales Order
To create a sales order, do the following:
1. On the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, create a sales order, and specify the following
settings:
•

Order Type: SO

•

Customer: GOODFOOD

•

Date: 1/30/2020

•

Requested On: 1/30/2020

•

Description: Jams, orange and apple

2. On the Document Details tab, add rows with the following settings:
•

Inventory ID: APJAM96, Warehouse: WHOLESALE, Quantity: 20, Unit Price:
45.15

•

Inventory ID: ORJAM96, Warehouse: WHOLESALE, Quantity: 20, Unit Price:
35.99

3. In the Summary area, make sure the Hold check box is cleared.
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4. Click Save on the form toolbar to save the sales order, which is assigned the Open
status.
Step 2: Allocating Inventory Items
To manually allocate the inventory items for the sales order you have created, while you are
still viewing the sales order on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, do the following for each
of the sales order lines:
1. On the Document Details tab, click the line, and review the Allocated quantity in the
table footer (which is currently equal to 0 because the system does not automatically
allocate stock for SO orders).
2. On the table toolbar, click Allocations.
3. In the Allocations dialog box, which opens, make sure WHOLESALE is selected in the
Alloc. Warehouse column of the only row.
4. Select the Allocated check box for the allocation line.
5. Click OK to save the created allocation and close the dialog box.
6. In the table footer, review the Allocated quantity, and notice that it is now equal to
the quantity specified in the line, which means that the items have been allocated in
inventory.
7. Click Save on the form toolbar.
Now you need to create a shipment document for the sales order.
Step 3: Creating a Shipment
To create a shipment, do the following:
1. While you are still viewing the sales order you have created on the Sales Orders
(SO301000) form, on the form toolbar, click Actions > Create Shipment.
2. In the Specify Shipment Parameters dialog box, which opens, make sure the
1/30/2020 date and the WHOLESALE warehouse are selected, and click OK. The system
creates a shipment and opens it on the Shipments (SO302000) form.
Step 4: Confirming the Shipment
To confirm the shipment, do the following:
1. While you are still viewing the shipment on the Shipments (SO302000) form, review the
lines on the Document Details tab. Make sure that both order lines have been included
in the shipment and that the shipped quantity in both lines is equal to the ordered
quantity.
2. On the form toolbar, click Actions > Confirm Shipment.
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The shipment is assigned the Confirmed status, and now you can prepare the invoice to bill
the customer and increase the customer's debt in the system.
Step 5: Processing the Invoice
To prepare and release the invoice, do the following:
1. While you are still viewing the shipment on the Shipments (SO302000) form, on the form
toolbar, click Actions > Prepare Invoice. The system prepares the invoice and opens it
on the Invoices (SO303000) form.
2. On this form, review the details of the prepared invoice. The invoice has two lines, as the
initial sales order does. In the Shipment Nbr. and Order Nbr. columns, notice that the
system has inserted the reference number links to the related shipment and sales order.
3. On the form toolbar, click Actions > Release to release the invoice.
4. Return to the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, and open the sales order that you have
processed.
5. On the Shipments tab, in the only row, click the link in the Inventory Ref. Nbr.
column to view the inventory issue that was generated when you released the invoice.
6. On the Issues (IN302000) form, which opens, review the details of the inventory issue,
as shown in the following screenshot. Make sure the issue has the Released status, which
means that the issue has been released and the items' quantities in inventory have been
decreased appropriately.

Figure: Inventory issue generated on release of the invoice

The sales order processing is now complete.

Sales of Stock Items: Related Report and Inquiry Forms
In the following sections, you can find details about the reports and inquiry forms you may
want to review to gather information about sales of stock items that have been processed or
are being processed in the system.
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If you do not see a particular report or form that is described, you may have signed
in to the system with a user account that does not have access rights to the report or
form. Contact your system administrator to obtain access to any needed reports or
forms.
Finding Shipments Related to a Sales Order
If you need to find a shipment linked to a particular sales order and review it, you can do
this by opening the sales order on the Sales Orders (SO301010) form and reviewing the
Shipments tab, which lists all the shipments that have been prepared for the order. To
review the details of a shipment, you click its reference number in the Document Nbr.
column; the system opens the shipment for review on the Shipments (SO302000) form.
Tracking the Status of Order Fulfillment
To track how a sales order is being fulfilled, you can check its status in the Summary area
of the Sales Orders form. You can also check the quantities and amounts that are not yet
shipped and not yet billed, and the amount that is not yet paid, on the Totals tab.
Printing Pick Lists
To prepare a printable pick list for a shipment document that is being processed, you use the
Pick List (SO644000) report. While you are viewing a shipment on the Shipments (SO302000)
form, you can print the pick list for a particular shipment by clicking Actions > Print Pick
List on the form toolbar. The system opens the printable pick list on the Pick List report; then
you can review the pick list and print it by clicking Print on the report toolbar.
Printing Invoices
To prepare a printable form of the invoice that is being processed, you use the Invoice / Memo
(SO643000) report. While you are viewing an SO invoice on the Invoices (SO303000) form,
you can print the SO invoice by clicking Reports > Print Invoice on the form toolbar. The
system opens the printable version of the invoice on the Invoice / Memo report; then you can
review the invoice and print it by clicking Print on the report toolbar.

Sales of Stock Items: Mass-Processing of Documents
The following sections explain how to process multiple sales orders and related documents,
and how the system generates, changes, or works with documents as a result of the mass
processing.
Mass-Creating Shipments
Shipments can be mass-generated for sales orders. To generate shipments for multiple
sales orders at a time, you open the Process Orders (SO501000) form and select the Create
Shipment action. Then you select the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the orders to be
processed, and click Process on the form toolbar. The system prepares shipment documents
for the selected sales orders.
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Mass-Confirming Shipments
Shipments can be confirmed in bulk. To confirm multiple shipments at a time, you open the
Process Shipments (SO503000) form and select the Confirm Shipment action. Then you select
the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the shipments to be processed, and click Process
on the form toolbar. The system confirms the selected shipment documents.
Mass-Creating Invoices
Invoices can be mass-generated for sales orders or for the corresponding shipments. To
prepare multiple invoices for sales orders, you open the Process Orders (SO501000) form. To
prepare multiple invoices for shipments, you open the Process Shipments (SO503000) form.
Then you select the Prepare Invoice action, select the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of
the sales orders or shipments to be processed, and click Process on the form toolbar. The
system prepares invoices for the selected documents.
Mass-Printing Pick Lists
For multiple shipments with the On Hold and Open statuses, you can mass-print pick lists by
using the Process Shipments form. On this form, you select the Print Pick List action, select
the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the shipments for which you need to print pick
lists, and click Process on the form toolbar.
Mass-Printing Invoices
You can print multiple SO invoices at a time by using the Process Invoices and Memos
(SO505000) form. On this form, you select the Print Invoice action, select the unlabeled
check boxes in the rows of the invoices to be printed, and click Process on the form toolbar.

Lesson 12: Processing Customer Returns for Credit
Returns for Credit with Receipt: General Information
Acumatica ERP provides support for the most common types of return processes, which
gives you the flexibility to manage various types of customer returns according to the return
policies of your company.
Returns for credit with receipt of items are one type of returns. These returns are processed
in the system as return orders of the RC order type. With this type, a customer returns an
item, which you need to receive to inventory. You then process a credit memo to adjust the
customer's balance in the system.
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Create a return order that is linked to the sales order in which the returned items were
purchased
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•

Create an incoming shipment (receipt) of the returned item or items, and confirm the
shipment

•

Create an SO credit memo for the original sales order

•

Process the SO credit memo and the related inventory and AP documents

Applicable Scenario
You create a return order for credit (that is, an order with the RC predefined order type) to
perform a customer return for credit with the returned item or items received to inventory
and the AP documents issued to adjust the customer balance in the system.
Processing of Returned Items for Credit
The standard process of return for credit typically includes the entry of a return order, the
addition of items to be returned, the processing of the receipt of the returned items to
inventory, and the preparation of the related AR document to customer.
In general, the Sales Orders (SO301000) is the starting point for the creation of a customer
return. You create a new return order and add the item or items that are being returned by
the customer. You can add a line and select the item to be returned without linking it to a
sales document, or add a line with a reference to the original SO invoice for which the return
is performed. To add an item with a link to the original SO invoice, on the Sales Orders form,
you click Add Invoice on the table toolbar of the Document Details tab and select the line
of the needed invoice in the Add Invoice Details dialog box (which opens). If an item to be
returned has a specific lot or serial number, you should select this particular item from the
list of invoice lines.
The receipt of the items returned to inventory is processed in the system as an incoming
shipment document with the Receipt operation type. After you have prepared and confirmed
the document reflecting the receipt of items to inventory, you need to update the customer's
balance in the amount of the returned items by preparing and releasing an SO credit memo
(which is an SO invoice document of the Credit Memo type). The SO credit memo is a
financial document in the system that contains links to the applicable shipments and sales
orders. You can review the prepared SO credit memo on the Invoices (SO303000) form;
then you can release it. When the SO credit memo is released, the system automatically
generates a corresponding inventory receipt for the returned items and creates and releases
a corresponding AR credit memo, which you can view on the Invoices and Memos (AR301000)
form. An AR credit memo is a financial document that is similar to the SO credit memo but
doesn't contain the links to the applicable shipments and sales orders. Also, unlike the SO
document, the AR credit memo can be applied to the customer balance.
To finish the return process, you need to process the AR credit memo to completion. You can
apply the credit memo to the original invoice, or process a customer refund if the original
invoice was already paid. For details on credit memo application, see AR Invoice Correction:
General Information. For details on the processing of a customer refund, see Customer Refunds:
Process Activity.
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Workflow of a Return for Credit with Receipt
The processing of a return order for credit involves the actions and generated documents
shown in the following diagram.

Returns for Credit with Receipt: Process Activity
The following activity will walk you through the process of preparing and processing (to
completion) a customer return for a particular sales order with the returned item or items
being received to inventory and a credit memo to the customer being created.
The following activity is based on the U100 dataset. If you are using another dataset,
or if any system settings have been changed in U100, these changes can affect the
workflow of the activity and the results of the processing. To avoid any issues, restore
the U100 dataset to its initial state.
Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the FourStar Coffee & Sweets Shop customer requests
authorization for the return of the oranges ordered on January 29, 2020, because the
customer was not satisfied with the quality of the shipped fruits. The sales manager
authorizes the return with shipping of the returned items to SweetLife’s main warehouse.
Acting as the sales manager, you will process this return.
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Configuration Overview
For the purposes of this lesson, the Inventory feature, which provides the ability to create
purchase orders that include stock items, has been enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.
On the Order Types (SO201000) form, the RC order type has been configured and activated.
On the Customers (AR303000) form, the COFFEESHOP (FourStar Coffee & Sweets Shop)
customer has been configured. Additionally, the sales documents for which you will process
a return, as well as the items included in these documents, have been configured in the
system.
Process Overview
To process a return for credit with shipping, you create a return order of the RC type on the
Sales Orders (SO301000) form, and add to it the line or lines of the SO invoice that had been
prepared for the sales order for which you need to process a return. Then you receive the
returned items to inventory on the Shipments (SO302000) form by creating a shipment with
the Receipt operation and confirming it. After the items have been received to inventory, you
create an SO credit memo to decrease the customer's debt in the system by the amount of
the returned items. After reviewing the details of the prepared credit memo on the Invoices
(SO303000) form, you release it.
System Preparation
Before you begin preparing and processing the customer return, do the following:
1. Launch the Acumatica ERP website, and sign in to a company with the U100 dataset
preloaded. To sign in as a sales manager, use the norman login and the 123 password.
2. In the info area, in the upper-right corner of the top pane of the Acumatica ERP screen,
make sure that the business date in your system is set to 1/30/2020. If a different
date is displayed, click the Business Date menu button, and select 1/30/2020 from the
calendar. For simplicity, in this activity, you will create and process all documents in the
system during this business date.
Step 1: Creating a Return Order
You create a return order as follows:
1. On the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, create an order and specify the following settings:
•

Order Type: RC

•

Customer: COFFEESHOP

•

Date: 1/30/2020

•

Requested On: 1/30/2020

•

Description: Return unconditional order

2. On the form toolbar, click Save to save the order.
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Step 2: Adding the Item to Be Returned
Now you need to do the following to add to the return order the line of the SO invoice that
had been prepared for the sales order for which you need to process a return:
1. While you are still viewing the return order on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, on the
table toolbar of the Document Details tab, click Add Invoice.
2. In the Add Invoice Details dialog box, which opens, select Invoice in the Type box.
In the Reference Nbr. box, select the reference number of the invoice to COFFEESHOP
dated 1/29/2020. The invoice lines appear in the table of the dialog box.
3. In the table, select the unlabeled check box in the ORANGES line, and click Add &
Close, which closes the dialog box and adds the line to the Document Details tab.
4. Review the details of the added line, and make sure that the related invoice reference
number is specified in the Invoice Nbr. column.
5. In the Summary area, make sure the Hold check box is cleared.
6. On the form toolbar, click Save; notice that the return order has the Open status.
Step 3: Receiving the Returned Items
You process the receipt of items to inventory as follows:
1. While you are still viewing the return order on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, on the
form toolbar, click Actions > Create Receipt to create a receipt of the returned items.
2. In the Specify Shipment Parameters dialog box, which opens, make sure that
1/30/2020 is selected as the Shipment Date and WHOLESALE is selected as the
Warehouse ID.
3. Click OK. The system closes the dialog box and opens the prepared shipment with the
Receipt operation on the Shipments (SO302000) form.
4. Click Actions > Confirm Shipment to confirm the shipment.
Step 4: Processing a Credit Memo
Now that you have processed the return of the items to inventory, you need to prepare a
credit memo to the customer to adjust the customer's balance by doing the following:
1. While you are still viewing the shipment on the Shipments (SO302000) form, on the form
toolbar, click Actions > Prepare Invoice. The system creates a credit memo to the
customer and opens it on the Invoices (SO303000) form.
2. In the Summary area, make sure that the Date is set to 1/30/2020 and the Hold check
box is cleared.
3. On the form toolbar, click Actions > Release to release the credit memo, which is
assigned the Open status, as shown in the following screenshot.
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Figure: Credit memo prepared for the return order

You have completely processed the customer return.

Returns for Credit with Receipt: Mass-Processing of
Documents
The following sections explain how to mass-process documents related to the processing
of customer returns for receipt, and how the system generates, changes, or works with
documents as a result of the mass processing.
Mass-Creating Shipments
You can create multiple shipments on the Process Orders (SO501000) form by selecting the
Create Shipment action, selecting the unlabeled check box in the return order lines to be
processed (which could include lines from the return order or orders you were working with,
as well as lines of any other order requiring shipping), and click Process on the form toolbar
to generate the shipments.
Mass-Printing Pick Lists
For multiple shipments that have the On Hold or Open status, you can mass-print pick lists
by using the Process Shipments form. On this form, you select the Print Pick List action, select
the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the shipments for which you need to print pick
lists, and click Process on the form toolbar.
Mass-Confirming Shipments
Shipments can be confirmed in bulk. To confirm multiple incoming and outgoing shipments
at a time, you open the Process Shipments (SO503000) form and select the Confirm Shipment
action. Then you select the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the shipments to be
processed, and click Process on the form toolbar. The system confirms the selected
shipment documents.
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Mass-Creating SO Invoices
You can create multiple SO invoices (which are of the Credit Memo type for returns for
credit) on the Process Orders (SO501000) form by selecting the Prepare Invoice action,
selecting the unlabeled check boxes in the return order lines to be processed (which could
include lines from the return order or orders you were working with, or lines of any other
order), and click Process on the form toolbar.

Lesson 13: Processing Customer Returns for
Replacement
Returns for Replacement: General Information
Acumatica ERP provides support for the most common types of return processes, which
gives you the flexibility to manage various types of customer returns according to the return
policies of your company.
Returns for replacement are one type of returns. These returns are processed in the system
as return orders of the RR order type. With this type, a customer returns an item and
requests that the item be replaced with the same or another item at exactly the same price,
so that you don't need to process an invoice or a credit memo. (Return orders of the RR type
may involve the exact replacement of a single item or multiple items.)
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, you will learn how to do the following:
•

Create a return order that is linked to the sales order that was used to record the
purchase of the returned item or items

•

Create an incoming shipment (receipt) of the returned item or items, and confirm the
shipment

•

Create a shipment of the replacement item or items to the customer

•

Update inventory forms to reflect the replacement of the returned item or items

Applicable Scenario
You create a return for replacement (that is, an order with the RR predefined order type)
to perform a customer return in which the customer receives an exact replacement of a
particular item or specific items (that is, the replacement of the same items at the same
price). The customer returns the rejected goods, the goods are returned to inventory, and
the customer receives a replacement for the rejected goods. Since the items are replaced at
exactly the same price, no AR documents need to be processed.
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Processing of Returned Items for Replacement
The standard process of return for replacement typically includes the entry of a return order,
the addition of the items to be returned and the items to be shipped for replacement, the
processing of the receipt of the returned items to inventory, the processing of a shipment of
replacement items to the customer, and the updating of the inventory.
In general, the Sales Orders (SO301000) is the starting point for the creation of a customer
return. You create a new return order and add the item or items being returned by the
customer. You can add an item to be returned without linking it to a sales document, or add
a line with a reference to the original SO invoice for which the return is performed. To add
the item to be returned with a link to the original SO invoice, on the Sales Orders form, you
click Add Invoice on the table toolbar of the Document Details tab and select the line of
the needed invoice in the Add Invoice Details dialog box (which opens).
A line corresponding to an item being returned (whether or not it is linked to an SO invoice)
should have the Receipt operation specified in the Operation column. Because this is an
order of the RR type, each return line should have a corresponding replacement line: a
line with the Issue operation type for a replacement item. If the item in a line with the
Receipt operation is not tracked by serial or lot numbers, you can select the Auto-Create
Issue check box for the line so that the system will automatically add the corresponding
replacement line when you confirm the receipt of the returned items to inventory.
If an item to be returned has a specific lot or serial number, you should select this particular
item (with its lot or serial number) from the list of invoice lines. For the items to be returned
that are lot- or serial- tracked, you must clear the Auto-Create Issue check box for the
return line. Instead, you add the replacement line manually.
After you have specified the details in the return order, you need to create and confirm two
documents: a receipt of returned items (also referred to as an incoming shipment) and a
shipment of replacement items to customer. To create a receipt, on the form toolbar of the
Sales Orders form, you click Actions > Create Receipt. To create a shipment, on the form
toolbar of the Sales Orders form, you click Actions > Create Shipment. The incoming and
outgoing shipments can be reviewed on the Shipments (SO302000) form. After you review
each of the shipments, you have to confirm it by clicking Actions > Confirm Shipment on
the form toolbar of the Shipments form.
You can update the inventory for each shipment separately by opening the shipment on
the Shipments form and clicking Actions > Update IN on the form toolbar; this causes the
system to generate the appropriate inventory transaction and to update the item availability
data. On release of the inventory documents, batches of GL transactions are generated.
SO invoices and AR invoices are not generated for an RR order because the returned item is
replaced with another item at the same price.
Workflow of a Return for Replacement
The processing of a return order for replacement involves the actions and generated
documents shown in the following diagram.
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Returns for Replacement: Process Activity
The following activity will walk you through the process of preparing and processing (to
completion) a customer return of items with the exact replacement of items (that is, with
the same items for the same price), which does not require an invoice to be processed.
The following activity is based on the U100 dataset. If you are using another dataset,
or if any system settings have been changed in U100, these changes can affect the
workflow of the activity and the results of the processing. To avoid any issues, restore
the U100 dataset to its initial state.
Story
Suppose that on January 30, 2020, the GoodFood One Restaurant customer asks for the
replacement of five small jars of orange jam (ordered on January 25, 2020) with the same
number of the same jam jars because the lids appeared to be dented. The returned jars
must be temporarily placed to inventory so that the quality assurance would assess them to
track the source of the damage. The sales manager of the SweetLife company authorizes the
return. Acting as this sales manager, you need to process the return of items to inventory
with shipping the exact replacement of the returned items to customer.
Configuration Overview
For the purposes of this lesson, the Inventory feature, which provides the ability to create
purchase orders that include stock items, has been enabled on the Enable/Disable Features
(CS100000) form.
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On the Order Types (SO201000) form, the RR order type has been configured and activated.
On the Customers (AR303000) form, the GOODFOOD (GoodFood One Restaurant) customer
has been configured. Additionally, the sales documents for which you will process a return,
as well as the items included in these documents, have been configured in the system.
Process Overview
To process a customer return with an exact replacement, you create a return order of the RR
type on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, and add to it the line or lines of the SO invoice
that had been prepared for the sales order for which you need to process a return. You
receive the returned items to inventory by creating a shipment with the Receipt operation.
Then you process another shipment to record the delivery of the replacement items to the
customer. Because the returned and replacement items have the same price, you do not
need to process any accounts receivable documents.
Finally, you update the inventory by using the Update IN action on the Shipments
(SO302000) form; this action generates inventory documents that record the receiving and
issuing of the items in this return order.
System Preparation
Before you begin preparing and processing the customer return, do the following:
1. Launch the Acumatica ERP website, and sign in as a sales manager by using the norman
login and the 123 password.
2. In the info area, in the upper-right corner of the top pane of the Acumatica ERP screen,
make sure that the business date in your system is set to 1/30/2020. If a different
date is displayed, click the Business Date menu button, and select 1/30/2020 from the
calendar. For simplicity, in this activity, you will create and process all documents in the
system during this business date.
Step 1: Creating a Return Order
You create a return order as follows:
1. On the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, create a return order, and specify the following
settings:
•

Order Type: RR

•

Customer: GOODFOOD

•

Date: 1/30/2020

•

Requested On: 1/30/2020

•

Description: Authorized replacement

2. On the form toolbar, click Save.
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Step 2: Adding the Items to Be Returned
Now you will add to the return order the line of the SO invoice that had been prepared for
the sales order for which you need to process a return. Perform the following instructions:
1. While you are still viewing the return order on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, on the
table toolbar, click Add Invoice.
2. In the Add Invoice Details dialog box, which opens, select Invoice in the Type box.
In the Reference Nbr. box, select the reference number of the invoice to GOODFOOD
in the amount of 201.74 dated 1/25/2020. The invoice lines appear in the table of the
dialog box.
3. In the table, select the unlabeled check box in the ORJAM08 line, and click Add & Close,
which closes the dialog box and adds the line to the Document Details tab.
4. Review the details of the added line, and make sure that the related invoice reference
number is specified in the Invoice Nbr. column.
5. In the line, change Quantity to 5, which is the number of jars to be replaced.
6. Also, in the line, make sure that the Auto Create Issue check box is selected. With this
check box selected, the line with the item for replacement will be created and added
automatically to the return order on receipt confirmation.
7. In the Summary area, make sure the Hold check box is cleared.
8. On the form toolbar, click Save; notice that the return order has the Open status.
Step 3: Receiving the Returned Items
You process the receipt of items to inventory as follows:
1. While you are still viewing the return order on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form, on the
form toolbar, click Actions > Create Receipt to create a receipt of returned items.
2. In the Specify Shipment Parameters dialog box, which opens, specify 1/30/2020 as
the Shipment Date, and make sure that WHOLESALE is specified in the Warehouse ID
box.
3. Click OK. The system closes the dialog box and opens the prepared shipment with the
Receipt operation on the Shipments (SO302000) form.
4. On the form toolbar, click Actions > Confirm Shipment to confirm the receipt of the
returned items.
Step 4: Shipping the Replacement Items
Now that the items have been received to inventory, you need to process the shipping of the
replacement items to the customer. Proceed as follows:
1. Open the RR order that you have prepared on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form and
review it. On the Document Details tab, notice that the line with the replacement
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item (with the same inventory item, quantity, and unit price as the item that had been
returned) has been added automatically when you confirmed the receipt of the returned
items. The line has the Issue operation.
2. On the form toolbar, click Actions > Create Shipment to create a shipment of the
replacement item to the customer.
3. In the Specify Shipment Parameters dialog box, which opens, make sure that
1/30/2020 is selected in the Shipment Date box and WHOLESALE is specified in the
Warehouse ID box.
4. Click OK. The system opens the prepared shipment with the Issue operation on the
Shipments (SO302000) form.
5. Click Actions > Confirm Shipment to confirm the shipment.
The replacement item has the same price and quantity, so no invoice to the customer is
required. To record the movement of items and complete the process, you need to update
the inventory.
Step 5: Updating Inventory
To update the inventory, do the following:
1. On the Process Shipments (SO503000) form, in the Action box, select Update IN Confirmed Not Billable, and in the End Date box, specify 1/30/2020.
2. In the table, select the unlabeled check boxes next to the lines with two confirmed
shipments to GOODFOOD customer that you have prepared earlier in this activity.
3. On the form toolbar, click Process. For the selected shipment lines, the system
generates two inventory issues: an issue with the Return operation for the receipt, and
an issue with the Issue operation for the shipment of the replacement item.
4. Open the RR order that you have prepared on the Sales Orders (SO301000) form and
review the order. The order now has the Completed status, as you can see in the
following screenshot. On the Shipments tab, make sure that the reference numbers of
both the receipt and the shipment are shown in the Inventory Ref. Nbr. column (also
shown in the following screenshot), which indicates that the corresponding inventory
documents have been generated.
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Figure: Return order processed to completion

5. Click the link in the Inventory Ref Nbr. column in the first line. On the Issues
(IN302000) form, which is opened for the line, make sure the issue has the Released
status. Repeat this instruction for the link in the second line.
The customer return with replacement is now complete.

Returns for Replacement: Mass-Processing of Documents
The following sections explain how to mass-process documents related to the processing of
customer returns with replacement, and how the system generates, changes, or works with
documents as a result of the mass processing.
Mass-Creating Shipments
You can create multiple shipments on the Process Orders (SO501000) form by selecting the
Create Shipment action, selecting the unlabeled check box in the return order lines to be
processed (which could include both return and replacement lines from the return order or
orders you were working with, as well as lines of any other order requiring shipping), and
click Process on the form toolbar to generate the shipments.
Mass-Printing Pick Lists
For multiple shipments that have the On Hold or Open status, you can mass-print pick lists
by using the Process Shipments form. On this form, you select the Print Pick List action, select
the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the shipments for which you need to print pick
lists, and click Process on the form toolbar.
Mass-Confirming Shipments
Shipments can be confirmed in bulk. To confirm multiple incoming and outgoing shipments
at a time, you open the Process Shipments (SO503000) form and select the Confirm Shipment
action. Then you select the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the shipments to be
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processed, and click Process on the form toolbar. The system confirms the selected
shipment documents.
Mass-Updating Inventory
To reflect the replacement of the items in inventory for multiple return orders at a time,
you can use the Process Shipments (SO503000) form. On this form, you select the Update IN
action, select the unlabeled check boxes in the rows of the confirmed shipments for which
you need to update inventory, and click Process on the form toolbar.

